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ONE CITY WELL RUN
FOR GAIN OF PEOPLE
NOT ONLY UTILITIES, BUT
AMUIMMENTS OF MONROE,
LA., CONTROLLED.
.1•11•1M.
A GOOD PROFIT
ON THE WORK
Remarkable Array of Enterprises
Under Municipal Ownership
and More Promised
Monroe, Ls-, Nov. 17.—Monroe is
looking for new field to conquer--
will some one please come forward
v.ith a suggestson: For municipal
ownership of street railways, and of
many other activities as well, has
proven successful in this city of 5,000
osidents The co-operative idea in
intinipical affairs prevails to an at-
rium utopian degree. Light, power,
oansportation, education, medical at-
tection, sewerage. household sup-
plies, and even amusement are far-
aished by the municipality What
be next'
The citizens of Monroe enter a
t,leater directed by the r.iapoe and his
a.sistants witness a ball genie in a
park owned by the city; ride on trol-
ley cars whose crews are paid by
the people, take electoc light and
power from plants wrested from a
private monopoly, cross the Ouachita
river on municipal bridge without
paying toll, purchase household sup-
plies hi a city market house; are tak-
en to a municipal hospital when they
get burs, and when they din are given
filial attention by a municipal under-
taker
Work of Six Years.
All this has been accomplished
since the election of Mayor A A.
Forsythe six years ago. He has suc-
ceeded himself year after year, Wand-
mg behind him a city ccuncil which
believes in the theory as devoutly
bimself
The municipal electric railway was
built without the necessity of a bond
issue The people had already paid
out the tax levied to establish sew-
erase, water, light and power sys-
tems, a market house, a city hall, a
free traffic bridge, free v.harves and
warehouse, and the city council took
the liberty of using $too,000 of the
reserve fund for the purpose of build-
ing and equipping a street railway.
The line. coveting nine miles of
streets, was thrown open July ii. and
proved a money-maker from the
start The city officials are look-
ing foreword to a profit of to per cent
at the end of the fiscal year
Every conductor and motorman on
the system is required to sign a
4
Possessions of Monroe, La., Where
"M. 0." Holds Forth.
- --
Twelve-mile street rail-
way .  $100,000
Bridge across Ouachita river 88,000
City Hall . . . sio,000
City Market-house . 3o,000
Water, light and sewerage aoo,noo
Charity Hospital  15,c00
Amusement Ventures (4). 211,000
High Schools (2) . . 140,000
Wharves and Warehouses topoo
Total . . Syo ,000
pledge that he will not chink or gam-
ble. on or off duty, while he is work-
ing for the city. They must also de-
clare to the mayor that they are
morally clean. When an provision
of this pledge is viotated it is under-
wish the municipality.
The traction department is under
the direction of C A. Downey, who
is responsible to the mayor. The
water, power and light systems are
directed by J. N. Stafford, who also
reports to the chief executive. A. J.
Renaud is secretary and trietsurer
of the municipality. and through him
pass all funds after being received by
the mae or
Suburban Park is Free.
The street railway system has re-
cently been extended eight mile. to
a suburban park owned and operated
by the city for the especial benefit
of those in moderate circumstances.
The park embrace. tae atres. skirting
3 lake where free bathing and boat-
ieg is afforded the mas-ti at the ex-
pense of the municipality A sum-
nice theater on the lake shore was
erected by the city cour.cil. and is
operated by a staff in the employ Of
that body, all profits reverting to the
.city treasury
The same arrangement applies to a
baseball diamond and grandstand,
and a halfmile racing track All these
amusement enterprises are owned ab-
solutely by the city, and the revenues
are devoted to extending vital dr-
partments of the city's utilities. A
certain per %cent is set apart for
street paving extension, another for
additional sewerage line., more for
meter service, and the remainder goes
io the ;tiepins fund
Plane for the interurban extension
of the electric railway include a
complete belt seventy-five miles in
diameter, th intention being tp throw
the population in that territory, into
direct touch with the city. It will
probably be necessary to issue bonds
for this venture.
Never a Hint of Graft.
There is plenty of opportunities for
graft in Monroe. hut advantage of
(Canalised as Page Igght)
MARSHAL M'CULLOM ACQUIT-
TIE OF.SHOOTING CHARGE
ALTHOUGH JUDGE CRUMBAUGH DISMISSED THE WARRANT
LAST SATURDAY, THE SON OF DR. PURDY OF KUTTAWA
SAYS MATTER WILL BE II UBMITTED TO THE CIRCUIT
COURT GRAND JURY—Mst. P URDY, OF THIS CITY, SAYS
NEITHER THE PROSECUTI NG ATTORNEY. NOR HIS FATH-
ER'S PERSONA;. LAWYER, WERE AT THE TRIAL LAST
WEEK WHEN THE MARSHA L WAS DISMISSED OF THE
CHARGE OF SHOOTING DR. PURDY
NeWs from Kuttawa is that last
Saturday City Marshal Wm McCul-
lom was acquitted before Judge
Crumbaugh of the charge of malie-i
iously shooting Dr. J. D. Purdy of -
Kuttawa some weeks ago, but the:
latter's :on. Me. Arch K. Purdy of the!
'Abram I. Weil insurance office of
this city, says this does not end the,
prosecution, as he and his father will
have it submitted to the circuit court
grand jury as soon as that body con-
venes in Lyon county.
Mr. Arch Purdy yesterday said that
the trial before Judge Crtunbaugh oc-
curred last Saturday at Kuttawa, and
that there was not present the county
prosecuting attorney, neither was
there in attendance Dr. Purdy, nor his
personal lawyer, or the son of this
city. •
Mr. Arch Purdy says that as soon
as the grated jury convenes they will
be vigorously conducted against
Several weeks ago Dr. Purdy had a
submit the matter to that body for in-
vestigation, and get an indictment,
If rineeible. The prosecution will thee
fight with h police judge at Kut-
tawa, the physician believing be had
not been properly treated when the
judge fined him for a minor charge
some days before. After this scrap
occurred with the judge, McCullom
started out to arrest Purdy, who was
found sitting upon the front porch
of the Kuttawa hotel McCullom
walked up and told the doctor that
the latter was under arrest. At this
pone statements differ regarding the
circumstances, hfcCullom claiming
that Purdy reached in his pocket for
a revolver, while the physician and
others contend the doctor did not
Anyhow. MlcCullom pulled his gun
quickly and shot the physician, who
lay at the point of death for many
weeks, but is now able to be up.
Dr. Purdy did not have a revolver
on him, and says he had some silver
money in his hand when MeCullom
approached, and had started to put
these coins into his pocket when the
marshal fired. Purdy also claims that
when he saw the marshal approaching
that be remarked he guessed McCul-
loin was coming for him, and that he
istended going along with the dicer
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MINISTER IS NEW TEACHER
TRANSFERRED PROPOSITION
REV. J. A. MOODY GOES FROM
CLINTON CIRCUIT TO
• TEXAS
ELDER BLACKARD SELECTS
REV, MiGILL FOR VACANCY
SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHERS
TO BE INSTRUCTED IN
TRAINING COURSE
Presiding Elder Blackard Preparing
For His First Quarterly Con-
ferences--Church News.
Rev. J. A. Moody, the well known
Methodist minister, was during the
Memphis conference last week plac-
ed in charge of the Clinton circuit,
bat Mace then he has been transfer-
red to the North Texas conference.
This leaving the Clinton circuit re-
cast, Presiding Elder illackard of
this city has selected Rt. T J Mc-
Gill to fill the place.
In
Sader's Wife Oone,
Mrs J. W. Blackard, wife of the
presiding elder, and her little son,
Esthete, left yesterday over the N.
C. & St. L. railroad for Jackson,
Tenn., to vise the former's daughter,
Miss Lucile. who Els attending the
college of that city
First Presbyterian.
Al] teachers of the First Presbyter-
ian Sunday school are urged to be
present this evening at the weekly
prayer service, a• during the gather-
ing Rector David Wright will ex-
pia,bi the Teachers' Training course
to be started after the first of the
year The rector is in charge of this
training work, which was inaugurat-
ed during the county gathering held
here last week under direction of
Prof E. A Fox, Rev T. C. Gebauer
and others of the State Sunday
School Association.
Important to Teachers.
The teachers of the First Presby-
terian and the Christian churches, are
urged to be at their own r ve
prayer meetings tonight, as =fees
of importance is to come before them
First Quarterly Conferences.
Presiding Elder Blackerd is pre-
paring for the first of his quarterly
conferences for the new conference
year The place he opens his round
is at Reidland next Saturday, and
he then continues visiting each of
the many congregations under his
care, expecting to finish the Padu-
cah district sometime in February
Charming Affair.
The gathering by friends of The
Philatimen club of the First Baptist
church, at the St Nicholas hotel on
South Third street, last evening was
tne of the most delightful !socials ever
participated in by the young people
of this city. The fun was spirited and
delightful, all character of ainuee-
went, being indulged in. The hoetel-
ly was crowded with a large num-
ber.
6441m.4111.
Magisterial Convention.
Rev Wm. Bourquin, president of
the McCracken County Sunday
School Association, tomorrow even-
ing goes down to the Woodville
church and conducts a convention of
delegates from every Sunday school
within the 'eighth magisterial district
cf this county.
Missionary Worships.
Large crowds of ladies are attend-
ing the afternoon worships being
conducted daily by the Foreign Mis-
sionary society of the Boradway
Mediodbt cimreh during their "Week
of Prayer and Self denial." This af-
ternoon they gather, and then do not
meet again until Friday.
YOUNG SLAYER IS CAPTURED
Admits Killing Father, but Claims
Self-Defense.
Peoria, Ill., Nov. ay.—Edward
Clifford, the f8-year-old boy who shot
and killed his father Sunday morning
and who was trailed by a posse with
bloodhounds, was captured today and
tonight confessed to the murder
claiming that his father threatened
him with an ax. He admitted taking
$400 in gld which his father had con-
cealed in his house,
SOME TRUSTEES DO NOT
FAVOR MISS GOHEEN'S
SELECTION.
MATTER TO BE SETTLED
AT THE BOARD MEETING
SOME MEMBERS FAVOR DIS-
MISSING SCHOLARS DEC. arST
FOR THE YEAR.
Tomorrow the High Sohool Team
Meets the R. L. C., Club Upon
Foot Boil Ground.
It seems probable that Miss Goheen
will not be the teacher for the new
room to be opened shortly at the Mc-
Kinley school building in Mechanics-
burg, as a sufficient number of trus-
tees to prevent her selection have ex-
presses; themselves as being in favor
of another applicant
Last Saturday Superintendent I.ieb
stated to The Register that Miss
Goheen had been selected for the new
room, and pubhcation was made to
this effect. There have been a num-
ber of applicants for the position, one
ldy of this county who siands high
hi educational circles and has had
fifteen years' experience The super-
intendent has only Ave supporters
among the trustees of the Paducah
board, while he is opposed by the
other six trustees, there being only
eleven now that Dr. Pitcher removed
to Chicago and his membership in the
board thereby became vacant. A num-
ber of the trustees state the board has
the election of the new teacher, and
not the superintendent and committee
therefore an experienced teacher will
be put in, 'and "home talent" given
the preference. all things equal Miss
Goheen only recently moved here
from CalloePay county.
On account of this state of affairs
it cannot be told who will be the new
teacher until the trustee. hold their
rtireting next Tuesday night it being
t eir regular leesion
•
Next Tuesday night .s the last regu-
lar monthly session to he held this
year by the school boar* but the
trustees always have a special gath-
ering a night or two before Christmas
in order to allow the teachers their
sakries for those days taught in De-
cember, so the educators can have
their money for the holidays.
Christmas comes on Tuesday this
year. and a number of the trustees
have spoken favorably of dismissing
the schools Friday, the stet, and let-
ting the childron remain out until
Wlednesday January and. It has al-
ways been the custom to dismiss the
buildings on the day before Christmas
and let them remain out until the day
following New Year The day before
Christmas this year is Mondry, and
some of the board members do not
favor the ides of having the scholars
come back Ifnr that day, but ex-
press a desire to let them go the
Friday before and stay out until Jan-
uary and, or if needs be Monday of
the first January week which startsi
the day before New Year The matter'
will be definhely seftled some days
in advance of the holidays.
There is also a move on foot to al-
low the teachers full pay for the
Christmas holidays
Monthly Session.
Thanksgiving Football.
Tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock at
the baseball grounds, the Thanksgiv-
ing game of football will be played
between the Paducah High school
club, and the R. L. C. team. !timing
a holiday, hundreds will be out to see
the contest, which. mill be participated
in by the best athletes of the com-
munity. The line-up for each is as
follows:
High Seheei—Cheek, Cave Soent
Flfiott. Burton, Reeder, Bagby, Hai-
fey. Sr. John, 'Fisher and Jones.
R. I.. C '.---LBeyer. Whekilife, Hayea
Elliott, Cope. Coburn. Orme, Owen
flenneberger. Martin. Kidd. and
Sights.
IPlaamd.
Dr. W. H. Piteher, who recently
moved from there to Chicago, has
bought the dental parlors of Dr. G
J. Roberts, corner of Racine and Lin-
coln avenues and Diversey Boulevard
Dr. Roberts conducted his business
i that location for the plat twenty
ars, it being one of the largest
establishments of its nature in the POSSESSION OF
Windy City, and Dr. Pitcher is quite
fortunate in securing the place.
HOLDS "FORT" AGAINST
Fugitive With Rifle Baffles Attempts
to Operate Mine.
Linton, Ind
William Watson during a card game
yeeierday and then took refuge with
a shotgun and ammunition in the
Tower Hill coal mine, had not made
his appearance up to a late hour to-
day and 3oo miners were unable to go
to work, as it was feared Studley
would kill anyone who tried to enter
Late in the afternoon it was decided
to smoke Shulley out by fanning the
smoke from the furnace under the
boilers down the shaft.
300
TOMORROW IS
THANKSGIVING
HALF HOLIDAY WILL BE GEN-
ERALLY OBSERVED
HERE
Football at Park, Worship at the
Churches and Big Spreads Served
in the Family Circle.
Tomorrow is Thanksgiving, the
day set apart when everyone will of-
fer in many ways their evidinces of
appreciation for the roany good
th;ngs they should be thankful for.
All the business houses Will close at
noon and keep the doors closed un-
ti' the following morning, while the
public schools dismiss this afternoon
to remain out until next Monday
morning. The railroad freight
hcuses close at noon, while at the
shops will be kept only the emer-
gency crews that will look after work
absolutely necessary.
The banks close all day while the
rcstoffice remains open an hour in
the morning, and only ene delivery is
made by the carriers.
The usual. big Thankegiying din-
ners will be set everywhere, while by
ere of sport will have an cpportunity
to witness a fine game of football at
the basdball rounds between the
school team did the R. I. C. club
County Jailer James Eaker and
t..ty Jailer Thomas Evitts will serve
special diluters to the prisoners, while
the poor house inmates will get their
turkey, through the good graces of
Keeper Robert Wilkins.
The public offices. city and county,
close at noon, while a general holi-
day will be taken by everybody.
Many of the churches hold spec-
ial Thanksgiving service"
Mr John Trent has gene to Chi-
cago on buthnese
GOODS GIVEN
Nov es Shut- RELKNAP HARDWARE COIL-
'
REHKOPF FIRM,
COURT ORDERED THE
RETURN Of GOOIS
PADUCAH BA.MIEING C,01M-
PANY'S BIG JUDGMENT OR-
DERED ENFORCED.
Racbeal Gordon lambdied As Adolin--
Wrath: of legate of IsthMi
Gordon—Bankrupt Dividends.
Judgment has been given the Bel
knap Hardware company of Louis-
ville against the E. Rehkopf Saddlery
company, of this city, wherein the
Louisville firm is given back posses-
sion of many gandroga of 4allges
worth of goods the Belknap people
sold the Paducah firm. The judgment
was given by Judge Reed in the cir-
cuit court, The Belknap people claim-
ing the Rehkopf people bought the
goods in a fraudulent manse'.
Judgment for Bank.
The Paducah Banking company was
given judgment against W. S. Hick-
man and Elmer Davis for $602. It
was then also ordered that a lien upon
some property be enforced to satisfy
a judgment of 0,33433 given the
bank February sth, loos against the
defendants Both the judgments are
for money borrowed front the -beak
February oh rooe again-. the de-
fendants.
Widow Qualified.
Racheal Gortfon; widow of the late
Ezelcial Gordon, qualified before the
county court yesterday as administra-
trix of the estate of her husband, who
during life, was the well knows
1 steamboat owner who came here 'Or-
en! years ago from Pittsburg, Penn
Unfortunate Ohre Estate.
1 Yesterday the eoenty judge ordered-
the estate of Daisy Hervill into the
hands of Public Adminietrator Felix
G. Rudolph She is the girl who com-
mitted suicide Sunday at the Buckley
home on Clay near Seventh street
Property Sold.
Alpha Bearden has sold to T. Ill
Bearden for $300 land out in the
county The Deed was filed for rec-
ord yesterday with the county clerk
Mart Morton sold to Clarence E
Landram for $400 property on tht
south side of West Broadway between
25th and afith streets
J J Sanderson transferred to S J.
(Continued on Page Light)
FRONTIER COMMITTEE "SAW-
ING WOOD AND SAYING NOTHING"
ROUSING MEETING HELD LAST EVENING AT CONTRACTOR
CHRIS MILLER'S BUILDING, BUT THE COMMITTEEMEN
ARE NOT OWING OUT THEIR OUTLINED POLICY. SO THE
SOILED DOVES WILL NOT KNOW EXACTLY WHAT TO
EXPECT IF THEY BRAVE THE IRE OF THE RESPECTABLE
PEOPLE AND INVADE THAT PORTION OF THE CITY—AN-
OTHER BIG GATHERING FRIDAY NIGHT.
 ,•••••=.•••
To use ;be slang expression, "Buil- ing down into that portion of the
ness IsGetting Good" with the Fron_ municipality. The 
cmmitteemen think
that skotice sufficient has been served.
upon the West Court street soiled
doves not to move down in the first
or second ward, therefore there is no
necessity for the warnen to know what
policy the respectabte people intend
pursuing just yet. The committee-
men give out that as soon as any
one of the notorious females invade
that section of the city they will be
acquainted quickly, and in a very
forceful and determined manner, just
what coure the "Frontiersmen* in-
tend following. The committeemen
think it is best for them to keep
"mum" as to their exact intentions Is.
hut when some of the women come
down that way, everything will he
very plain and to the point.
The attendance last night was much
larger than the gathering last week
when the committee was formed, and
the intense interest and anger aroused
by the prospective invasion into that
section by the disreputable characters
shows that the re.pectable people ao
not intend letting a moment pail by
in the vigorous warfase to pastait
purity 0 ftbeir -homes and Waft ,
tier Committee of the first and second
ward residents, as last night a rousing
gathering was held at the establish-
ment of Contractor Chris Miller of
Sixth and Trimble streets, where the
good people remained in session for
several hours talking over their plans
and outlining thoroughly the policy
they are to pursue There arc .ome
things they have yet to look into, and
the session adjourned with the un-
derstanding that another meeting
would be held at the Miller building
next Friday evening, at which time
each committeeman will bring with
hint three or four friends, these new
ones to be those of that vicinity who
have not yet had an opportunity to
meet with the committee. In this
manner the movement will become
widespread to the extent that, every
home in these two wards will be rep-
resented, and concerted action made
The committeemen have outlined
their policy,, but they do not care for
it to be published in the papers, as
this would put on their guard, the
'scarlet women who contemplate mov-
;
4
41114.avraada.TELLER ABBOTT INDICTED BY REMAINDER OF
STATE COURT GRAND JURY HIS LEGACY
ri HIS CHARGE WILL BE CALLED DURING THE CRIMINAL
TEAM OF COURT WHICH J UDGE W. M. REED WILL CON-
VENE NEXT MONDAY-DUR 1NG SESSION THERE WILL BE
TRIED INDICTMENTS CHARGING MAGISTRATE W. E. LANE
AND JOHN THOMPSON WITH UNLAWFULLY WORKING
THE COUNTY ROADS WHILE THEY HOLD PUBLIC OFFI-
CES THAT SUPERVISES THE HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENTS—
TRUE BILLS CHARGE THE WEST COURT STREET MAD-
AMES WITH MAINTAINING NUISANCES IN SHAPE OF DIS-
ORDERLY BAWDY HOUSES—MANY CASES COME BEFORE
THE JURIES FOR DISPOSITION DURING THREE WEEK'S
TERM.
Circuit Clerk Joe A. Miller has
finished the docket that comes pp
for trial during the criminal term
of circuit court next Monday by
Judge W. M. Reed, and continue in
session for three weeks. The dock-
et shows that Phil J. Abbott, the
missing teller of the American-Ger-
man National bank has been indict-
ed on the charge of grand lerceny,
because he stole $7,loo from the
lasnk before he skipped out during
the first of last. August. 'Nits indict-
ment was returned during the last
September term of criminal court.
Only last weds anothsr indictment
was returned against Abbott, this
second one being by the grand jury
of .1 he United States court which
was in ses4ion here one week since
It also charges Abbott with theft of
ti.e money
During the coming term there
comes up the killing charges against
Ed Scott and Cicero Anderson. also
the indictments charging the West
Court street ma4ames with main-
taining nuisances in the shape of dis-
orderly houses These nuisance
warrants are the ones the judge has
announced he will, tine the women in,
if they do not vacate the present red
light section
There also comes up for trial the
Indictments charging John Thomp-
son and W. E. Lane with unlaw-
fully working the county public
scads. Both men are justices of the
peace for this county, and the laws
prescribe no county official shall be
Interested in any work done under
his supervision. It is claimed that
these magistrates workA themselves
and also their teams, on the public
highttay of the rural district in vio-
lation of the Jaw.
entire docket for the crim-
inal term is u follows, as regards
pe,,pie %ho have already been in-,
sleeted, while a number of charges are
awaiting the grand jury for investi-
gation, and subsequent indictment if
• the facts justify Those already in-
dicted .together with the offense they
We accused of follows:
Grand Larceny—Phil J. Abbott.
Walter Thornton. Virgil Holcomb.
Albert lingers, Tim Nalligan., James
Dollih and Henry Brewster.
Disturbing Public Worship—Dick
Tucker.. Clair Anderson and Nosy
Bionley
Malicious Shooting—Jim Walkina,
Sam I.eibel.
Petty Larceny—Clyde Greenway.
Ed Cloonan, George Alltnan. Gns.
Armstrong and Willie NViseleY
.Obtaining Money By False Pre-
Hick-man, Wood Jones
atiC Earnest Ozmont. There are two
of. these warrants against each Wood
am' Jones.
Converting Money of Others to
Their Private Use—James E. Eng-
114h. D. N. BlacksVell. T L. Warren
and Tom Tolley.
Forgery—J. M. Elliott and J. T.
Norfleet.
Breaches of the Frace—Harry
Pike.. George Scott, Mrs. Edna
Thomas, M15. 'Italian, litninn, Newt
Thomas, Lena Crawford. Carrie
Wyatt. Will Harris, Ed kfarris, Bob
Tucker and C. H. Barber.
Unlawfully Arresting Anothej—S
aim is also accused of
ipoiatiag a deadly revolver at anoth-
CT
Obtaining Property By Fal:4 Pre-
tenses-4). E. Eddlentan.
Nuisances (Wes: Coact Strora Wo-
raenl—Frankie Dixon. Mollie Nicf,
MaThe Groome. Lottie Jacobs., Ida
Eastw ood. I [den Westlake. Ella
Howe, Daisy Allen. Ltsrile :new
2nd Annie Cos.
Assault With Intent to Rob--Eich-
ard Wadlington.
Furnishing Liquor To Minor—
liprry Allen. Ed l'e trson. 
 
Miieben, Bob Wathen, Kenny Mn-
C. F. Illackeell, .Iant• - Sherrill.( harles Graham. James Bulger-, Ella
• Howe, Sam Gott font cafes. George
Collier three cases, and James J.
• Lally, four cases.
Nuisances—Jim Bulger. Cora Bulg-
er, Gottleib Koerner, May Shoe-
maker. Bucky T-Tubson. Theodore
Peters. Sam T.eibel, A. V. Bauer.
Spms of these are for had homes.-
, others for disorderly ssloons.
Suffering Gambling On Premises--
George Collier. Bud Parkins and
Toni Emery.
Unlawfully Working on Public
Higlotays—J.ilin R. Thompson. and
W. F.. Lane.
Carrying Concealed Weapons—
Lander Spann, Boo: Skillian and
John Jorden,
Escaping , From County Jail—Her-
,
ruin Mathis, Will Bolin and Nicholas
Gaines.
Gambling—J. R. Schaufner, Dick
Allen, Sam Story, Sam Brown,
Clarence Fry, Albert Jett, Allie
Leigh, Robert Cross, %Vatter Grimes,
J. J. Earnhardt, "".'. 
- 
Torn
Johnson, Jessie Davis, Boss Ash-
brook, Andy Hook, Turner Thee,
Henry Haden. Frank Stevenson,
John Cross, All Henly, Sam Henly.
George Pool and James Neely.
Bawdy House—Luc:le Thompson
and Viola Marks.
Unlawfully Injuring Another's Veg
etables—Burnley Jones
Adultery—Mason Kebbler.
Immorality—Lula Harris.
Selling Liquor On Sunday—James
P. Sleeth, Charlas 0. Ripley and L.
H. Stephon.
Appeal—Jim McKinney.
Murder—C.,ecero Anderson and Ed
Scott.
Racing Horse on Public Highway
—James Waller.
Disorderly House—George Gilbert
and Henry Arena, two ind'ctments
each, charging their bucket shop with
binng disorderly house
TURKEY TALK.
It i. a good plait to experimeut
advance of Thanksgiving day if a
new kind of turkey dressing is de-
sired or special preparations arc to
he made for a big company dinner.
If the turkey is to be roasted first
singe, draw and wash the fowl, wipe
dry inside and out, and rub the in
side w.th a little salt
Tt may he filled with a dressing, or
stuffing made of stale bread moist-
ened with a little hot water and sea-
soned with ealt, pepper and herbs to
taste, -half a pp of butter and one
egg.
Or an oyster %tufting made as fol-
lows may he used- Break into pieces
half a loaf of stale bread and mix
with it salt and peper and half a cup
of melted butter.
Drain off the liquor from a pint of
oysters, heat it and pour over the
'bread crumbs; add an egg and mix
well together: if the stuffing is rather
dry add a little sweet milk.
Put a spoonful of stuffing into the
turkey, then three or four oysters;
and continue adding stuffing and nye-
ters until the turkey is filled
Or a chestnut stuffing may be used
To make this -boil the chestnuts, re.
move the %hens and brown skins and
mash them.
Mix them with a few grated bread
crumbs, and moisten with sweet
cream: add a little butter and sestina
ith pepper and salt
In filling the turkey do not crowd
in (he stuffing. Sew up the opening
anti tie or skewer the legs mid wing,
in elnape
Rub thickly with butter and salt
anti dredge with flour.
Place in a dripping pan and put
half a cap of water in the pan.
Use a moderate oven and cover the
turkey with another pan for the first
forty minates. or, better, use a dou-
ble baking part. It should be tender
and moist and.a golden brown ell over
when done.—Philadelnli a Rer,Irti
ASK AID OF MISS GOULD.
in
Antigambling Crusaders Want Her
to Contribute to the Food.
FRED OSWIN YESTERDAY RE-
CEIVED THE BALANCE
DUE HIM.
Han Springs. Ark.. Nov. sa --Miss
I lelen Gottki has been appealed to by
a local faction which has thus far
been successful in its crusade to run
out gamblens and pool room men
Miss Gould is asked to donate a fund
for the purpose of buying apart-
ments formerly occupied by the gam-
blers. 'These buildings wire common.
ly known as "clubs." John Condon of
Chicago :and. Dan A. Stuart of Tt sas
have been aaked to set a price on
tlie'r properties. Joe Yeager, who Ia
supposod to control the lease on the
Palatial Arkansas club, has also been
asked for an option on his claims.
A public library, a Y. M. C. A. home
and other public .and charitable insti-
tutions are urged to occupy the place
where thousands of dollars have been
wor or lost within the last thirty
years.
Japarr's rice crop is good this year,
being no.000,000 koku, an increase of
32 per cent. Over t9o5 and 1R 1-2
per cent than the average crop.
Sir Thinnehrey Davy saiii it was as
rtasonable to talk of NeentilRting Lon-
don with windmills att to lett the
big city with gas.
His Aunt Died in Nottingham, Eng-
land, Some Months Ago, and
Left Him Small Fortune.
Yesterday morning Mr. Fred Os-
win of Hbtel Craig received the re-
mainder of the $200o left him by his
au.nt, Mrs. Pinter of Nottingham
England. He has deposited the mon-
ey to his credit at a Paducah bank
and intends investing it in some man-
ner.
Oswin is an Englishman who left
his native country when a young man
and came to this country. tie had
considerable money aneLjp New York
invested it with another in a business
venture. They were not accustomed
to the ways of this country, and be-
fore long lost what they possessed
Oswin wandered over the country, and
finally several years ago came to this
city and was given employment by
Mrs. Kate Craig, who now conducts
the big hotel at Fifth and Jefferson
streets Oswin is one of the best all-
round attaches at the hoitelry, being
efficient at anything, and never
lets time hang on his hands, always
being engaged atssomething.
fits aunt .died sonic months ago in'
England and in the distribution of
her estate lie gets about $acioo which
MORE CARS
ARE ALLOWED
BETTER SERVICE GIVEN THE
WEST END PEOPLE
AT PRESENT.
Manager Bleecker Sends Cars Out
Every 12 1-2 Minutes Between
C.rtain Hours of Day.
General Manager John Bleecker of
the street car company has -heeded
the petition of the \Vest End people
for better car service, and it was
yesterday inaugurated. Heretofore
the "short line" car has run to only
Seventeenth street, and therefore peo-
ple out beyond that point on \Vest
Jefferson had to wait for the
"through" car before they 'could come
to town. The wait was generally from
thirty to forty minutes The people
would be compelled to stand on the
cold corners for that length of time.
when finally patience ceased to be a
virtue and they commenced clamoring
loudly for better service
Mr. Bleecker has now given them
a car every 12 1-2 minutes between 7
and 8:30 a. ut, tt a. in. to z p. m. and
Irons 5 to 7 ;. mu This is just dou-
ble the number of cars heretofore, and
the patrons hugely appreciated the
kind consideration of their complaint
by the management.
Between the above hours traffic is
not very heavy out that way, there-
fore there is no necessity of so many
care
he will keep for use when he gets old I
Oswin is thought well of by every:' Oysters Fresh. At
body 4 1 7 Broadway.
Hawkins Cafe,
MINISTER ASKS DUNNE'S IM-
PEACHMENT FOR MALFEAS-
ANCE IN OFFICE
CRIME REIGN. SALOON EVIL, BAD TRACTI011 SERVIC's: LAID
TO MAYOR—"HE HAS NO DIGNITY AND INCAPA OF
RESPONSIBILITY," ASSERTS REV. MR. BARTLET1
Chicago. No's. 4.s-impeachment
of Mayor Dunne for malieasance in
office was urged in a stinging arraign-
ment of the Present city administra-
ting delivered from the pulpit of the
anxiety and fear in the minds of
many thoughtful men when they real-
ize the power one man holds, who is
incapable of meeting resp-nalbilities
"The extraordinary retro of crime
trouble in the school boar,!. crowdedFirst Congregational church 
.oid filthy condition. of the carsMinietere throughout the city jnineri
thrsinnn the uncertainty ab .at owner-in the criticism of present conditions
and two prominent preachers at least
administered a severe verbal drubbing
to the mayor and his appointee‘.
Rev. W. A. Bartlett in the prelnde
to his morning sermon at the First
Congregational church held him re-
sponsible for all the evils frimi which
the city ie now snffering—for the pres-
ent reign of crime, for the fact that
saloons are openly disobeying the
Ian, for the inefficient traction ser-
vice and the inadequate Street ears
for the vacillating attitude of labor
unione and for the unprecedented
strife in the school board
"A time-serving mayor who seems
to have no sense of dignity of law
and who is incapable of meeting re-
sponsibilities: was Dr. White's cliar-
acterizatiem of the city's chief execu-
tive. He suggested that the execu-
tive he impeached for malfeasance in
office
"Fanatics calling themselves re-
formers and fantastic and peculiar
school boards." was the designation
of Mayor Maine's school board as
applied he Rev. Fred Alban Weil in a
sermon at the Third Unitarian There is no longer any excuse, anless we propose to abandon the prin- 
CARON DIRECTOchurch. "
cples of our faith. Ts election day
Rev. W. A. Bartlett spoke in part
more sacred than the Lord's day? It Register Office, 523 Broadwayis a Shaine and disgrace to our vaunt-ed Christian t.‘vilization that we viil
hOtll suffer the law of God and manto be trampled under feet in the in-terests of rum and un-Americaeiern
"We need and mnst have a mayor
Nvho represents the spirit of courage
of the pilgrim fathers and of that stal-
Ns art righteousness which does the
right, irrespective of politics or pop-
tilarity. If such a mayor is not elect-
ed we shall reap the whirlwind in thefirst panic or sudden stress which vis-its our city. Let us do svur dutylike men."
"Chicago is a growing you*" saidRev. Mr. Weil. "It has not found it-
self Nit by the grace of God and theintegrity of its men and women Chi-
cago will come to its own. Chicagospells opportunity—the opportunity tobe a city of righteousness like unto
which there shall he no other on the
earth. Fanatics caning themselves re-formers, fantastic and peculiar school
boarde..hobby-riding officials. intrigu-ing politicians and the rest shotdd not
crestroy. Chicago's heritage. The peo-ple have the whip hand. Let dint)give thanks for that. Rut let them
crack The whip for a better governedcity."
I `lake Ibis Suggestion"
As Many Others Have 1"ane to
Their Great Delight and SE t 3faction
GREAT DELIMIT AND SATISFACTION. ?dAKEIT A RULE
TO SAVE SOMETHING EV ERY DAY, AT LEAST EVERY
PAY DAY AND DEPOSIT YOUR SAVINGS IN THIS BANK
NYE PAY 4 PE RCENT INTEREST ON DEPOSITS
Mechanic's and Farmers
Savings Rank.
227 Broadway.
1111111111B
Caron Directory Company
Of losisville, Kentrcky
Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Convenience of our patrons and the citizens of Paducah. wehave placed copies of the directories of the cities named below in the morn-ing Register office at 523 Broads.a y. where the public is invited to cal
when desiring the address of any rt .slent of the cities named.
THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION OF THE UNITBD
STATES.
List of Directories on File
as follows-.
-l/hoe new Mayor
Dunne told the ministers shortly af
t.er he came into office that the Sun-
day rinsing law was obsolete he did
not realize that before his term of
office expired the grand jnry would
indict the Riverview park restaurant
keeper for ceiling liquor on Sunday
of that Judge Brentann, who is bet-
ter informed than he, would line this
man $40 Ott two counts.
"This indictment by The grand jury
and the fine imposed by Judge Bren-
tano now settle the question, estab-
lish a precedent and place upon May-
or Divine the definite obligation to
clo-se the saloons on Sunday. If he
fail' to sin this his position as defier
of the law becomes a menace to the
city nett renders all. our inetittifienia
unsafe. There should he inetituter1
against him such indictment or im-
peachment for malfeasance in office
which shall give 'confidence to law-
abiding citizens and render our lives
and property safe from the undermin-
ing influence of this condition of an-
archy. Even men in the liquor busi-
ness have said that the law should
be enforced.
"While we are at the mercy of a
timeigerying mayor who seen* to
have no sense of dignity of law and
apparently has as little realization of
his position and its danger as a child
Chicago is crippled and weakened,
With splendid institutions and op-
newtanitieg for growth and exponsinn
in all directions there is a feeling of
the 'oscillating attitude in the
•trike uhich caused enorm .us loss to
are symptoms of our distress
Tin- thieve.' and holdup tycn are no
fis.'s. and they knot* mayor dis-
regards the lass- he tallest • are un-
inainlar, so they feel at liberty to die-
re..iard laws unpopular to them.. The
city has no such iiette-.• and confident
feelisig as we would have if such a
strong and fearless roan as Theodore
Roost-sell were ni charge of our af- ,
fairs.
"Semi,. of these church clubs have
neen entertainer, this winter with such
stinjects as 'Tar cause niid cure of
ne in Chitnigo.' They have sum-
moiled riffic-i7.15 and experts, wha have
tuld them yi I. at our laws were. These
brethren have sipped their after-din-
ner enffev. lancing and gone home
again. Yet their Bibles mill call on
them for a regard and pntection of
a day supposed t.. he sacred to all
Christians. There I, wean!t and influ-
ence in these urganizatinn sufficient
to bring such pressure r hear thatthe mayor would hear at .! heed and
enforce the laws.
Candies Always Fresh and Delic-
ious. our own make, at Hawkin's
Cafe, 4:7 Broadway.
Revenge ntore I,irth to retnorsr.
5.
ALLEIMENY CITY, PA.
ATI ANTA, OA.
BALTIMORE. MD.
BOSTON. MASS.
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
BRONX. N. Y.
BROOKLYN. N. Y.
BUFFALO. N. Y.
CHATTANOOGA. TENN
CINCINNATI, O.
CHICAGO. ILL.
CLEVELAND. 0.
COLUMBUS, 0.
COLORADO CITY. COLO.
COLORADO SPRINGS. COLO
COVINGTON, KY.
DAYTON. O.
DENVER. COLO
DETROIT. MICH.
DISTR.ICT OF COLUMBIA
DULUTH. MINN.
FAIRFIELD, CONN.
INDIANAPOLIS. IND.
JEFFERSONVILLE, IND.
KANSAS CITY. KAS.
KNOXVILLE. TENN.
LOS ANGELES. CAL.
LOUISVILLE Y.
MANTIA1 TAN. N. Y.
MANCHESTER. VA.
COPI F.S . OF PA DUC41141
MANITOU, COLO.
MEMPHIS. TENN.
MILWAUKEE. WIS.
MINNEAPOLIS, 'gnat
NASHVILLE, TENN.
NAUGATUCK, CONTI.
NEWARK, N. J.
NEW ALBANY, DID.
NEW HAVEN. CONN.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
NEWPORT, KY.
NEW YORK CITY.
NORWICH. CONN.
PA DUCAR. KY.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
RICHMOND. IND.
RICHMOND, VA.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
ST PAUL, MINN.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
SOUTHPORT, CONN.
SPRINGFIELD. 0.
STRATFORD. CONN.
SUPERIOR CITY, MINN.
TOLEDO, 0.
UTICA. N. Y.
WATERBURY. CONN.
YONKERS. N. Y.
DIRECTORY FOR 1906-07
SALE:
PRICE $4.00
ON
R Y COMPANY
Wolff
It is neither economy nor good taste
to put a poor cover over a good set of
works. •
' A good case isalwaya advisable, par-
ticularly if the works are first class.
Silver, Gold-filled or solid Gold—
all reliable—are here.
CHRISTMAS
DISPLAY IS READY
Jeweler
Matti', Efinger .4 a Co ••
Undertakers and Embahners.
130 S. THIRD STRBFT: PADUCART75/
'a*
4
.
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Remember, Thanksgiving Comes But Once A Year
THEREFORE LET US FEAST AND BE MERRYOysters
WE HAVE THE LARG-
EST AND FINEST
FRESH OYSTERS
IN THE CITY
119 SOUTH
SECOND STREET
The horn of pleoty is to be found this year at our store.. The newest, the cleanest and freshest
groceries in Paducah are to be found here. In your table lies the fullest satisfaction of living and the stand-
ard of your grocery supplies is the necessary foundation of health and happiness. IT IS OUR PLEASURE
AND PRIDE TO SUPPLY ONLY THE HIGHEST AND BEST GROCERIES. WE HAVE MADE
SPECIAL PREPARATIONS FOR YOUR THANKSGIVING DINNER. LOOK AT THE PRICES WE
OFFER BELOW.
IS lb.. Granulated Sugar $1.0o
Extra Fancy Oysters, per qt. Pc
Fancy Cranberries, per qt 
Fancy Home-Gown Celery ..... .....
Sweet Potatoes, ptr pk. .  Los.
Extra Fancy Banananas, doz I5C
Fancy Florida Oranges per doz isc and 35C
Battle Creek Peanut Butter asc
Home Prepared Horseradish  
Fancy Mince Meat, per pkg mac
Fancy Strung Beans, per can Roc
Shredded Codfish, per pkg ........ . sot
Fancy Cheese, per lb. 
Yackt Club Salad Dressing 
Fancy Olive Oil, per pt 
Fancy Salmon, per can .
Fancy French Sardines, per can 
Fancy Imported and Domestic Sardines of all kinds 
Fancy Domino Sugar in 5-lb. boxes.
Extra Fancy Pulverized Sugar in 5-lb boxes.
The Best Imported Wines and Whiskies for
table uses.
OUR STORE WILL CLOSE PROMPLY AT i O'CLOCK
ENCLERT lig BRYANT
Oysters
WE HAVE THE LARG-
EST AND FINEST
FRESH OYSTERS
VIM V 7" V
119 SOUTH
SECOND STREET
"Politics Are Growing Better in Kentucky"
Says Dr. Powell of Louisville
The subject of the Rev. E. L Pow-
ell's sermon Sunday night at Macau
ley's theater. delivered before a
crowded house, aas "The Salvation of
the Politician" A stenographic re-
port of the sermon made by Mr. John'
self is clothed upon with dignity It spirit, but with less decency, than two
the service of the state; it is patri- contestants in a pugilistic ring. The
otistri in the employ of the govern- fact is that modern municipal politics
ment; it is the use of one's talents and in many instances suggests pugilism
abilities for the public weal. In it- I would infinitely prefer to see a prize
self, politics ought to be denominat- right. interpreting it for what it
P Caasilly official stenogropher forl eel something more than a trade IS meant, than to have to look upon such
the Louisville Herald. is as follows: is a high, honorable profession. I he• a political contest, for instance, such
"I read as our text tonight the sec- Here that parents should teach their 84 that which we had in the city of
and verse of the nineteenth chaptev! children that politics is an honorable Louisville one year ago For in the
of Luke's gospel. 'And, behold, there: pursuit I believe that our young prize ring there is no tragedy, but in
was a man named 7acheus, which VI4 N men, the very flower and crown of such a political contest there is trag-
edy which cannot be told in words
Is it not !stilton who says, 'Better kill
a good man than to destroy a good
boots for a good book is the life
ttlood of any mortal spirit treasured
upon purpose for a life beyond life?'
Better that we should have a civil
war than that civil liberty should be
sacrificed.
• "Corrupt politics lays its hand !toot
the ark of the covenant of liberty It
is violent in its treatment of the bal-
lot box. Corrupt politics means ether
the looting of the ballot box or the
stuffing of the ballot box. it mears
false counting. It means bribery. It
means purchasing election certifi-
cates. It means in many instances
miserable accessories; that it should the interference of the officers of the
be understood as that which it is, in
fact. the science of government, a
realm calling upon men of love and
lgralty for their country to render
their services where ideas are needed.
where high thinking is required
where the very finest qualities are in
demand, and believe, friends. that
the first step toward the redemption
of politics is to be found in Alhe en-
nobling of the conception of politics. ought to speak, perchance, with bated
go mac!" in beha/r of the dignity breath. But there is hope for the old
politics. land yet. and there is hope for our-
"Zacheiss was a politician Zachene wive* in our smaller communities
was engaged in an honorable bum Did you observe an election in this
netts Zacheus was a corrupt poi- city during this month? Did you no-
itician: according to his own confes- tice the absence of all such accessories
slots he was a grafter. He had paid
for the privilege of collecting tares
and sought to reimburse himself by
extortion As it is in the present day
so it was in the long ago. The pub-
lic was called upon to pay. This man
had made dishonorable an .honorable
profession. He had helped to bring
to pass that state of affairs when a
Publican was a by-nord and a hissing
when even the self-satisfied Pharisee
in prayiag to God would declare.
thank Thee, 0 God, that I am not
as this Publican,' and when the crowd
on this memorable occasion when Je-
sus entered the home of Zacheus, de -
'the chief among the PubHcans
"I have announced as my theme to-
night 'The Salvation of a Politician,'
and I hasten to add that the subject
is in strict accord with the recorded i II them a chair of practical politics.
facts. It is based on a New Tests. where practical politics should be
ment incident, which lends itself to taught as civil engineering, only with
the treatment of modern political eon- she added appeal which could be made
ditions without in any wise straining to enthusiasm generated by history
its interpretation It is the story of and patriotism and tradition. I be
Zacheus, the man volso in finding lieve that our scholars should at least
Christ discovered his r spiritual give a smell quota of their fraternity
possibilities The subject might be to political life rather than stand:ng
entitled. 'The Awakening of a Soul,' aloof in the critical fashion from all
for on that day when Zaeheus met political activity. believe, in a word,
Jesus, the sleeping soul of the man that politics should be lifted to it;
was aroused. and there came to him prettier eminence: that it should he
the joy of recovered self-respect. You thought of apart from its siei,-kcil and
must remember that lichens was a
politician. He was an office holder
His ofileial designation was Publi-
can He was a tax gatherer tinder
the Roman government. Not only
so, he might be described as a promi-
nent politician, for he is described as
the 'chief among the Publicans' sn
this city of Jericho, a position, per-
haps which would correspond in mod-
ern political speech to the term 'boss.'
There was nothing in his office or po-
sition per se either disreputable or
censurable. It was a position wiliest
he might have Me4 with honor and
with legitimate profit to himself, and
this leads me to make a plea in this
connection in behalf of the dignity of
oolitic
admit that modern politics, in
popular thought. is synonymous w:th
'knavery and infamy, with corruption
and tricker
' 
y with low methods and
small men. 7 admit that our petit!!!
has 
-uffered the unfortunate fate of
the good Samaritan who fell among
thieves: hut we must bear in mind
that not all bad men are politic;an;
-nor are all politicians had men. It Is
to the credit of the country, and it is
a most, favorable sign of the tinici
that we have in our national admini;-
-tration at this hour men of unusual
integrity and rcmarkable ability, ni-n
who are unpurchaeable, tall rden dared scoffingly and mockingly. 'He of Kentucky are going to be given a
many of them men who trance in has gone to dwell with a man who is chance to say who they want to tillpoint of ability so far in the realm a Publican.' it is the corrupt poli- the offices of this state, and if thatof talent as to approach in mane tkian who brings into disrepute and cannot be done, you may be very sureInetances to the very veroe of genius I dishonor politics, that the American people themselves
"We have in the president of the! "I wish I could bring before you a ought to he the mourners, and thatUnited Statts a man who ha. picture of corrupt politics, so vivid they themselves .must make conies-
'rounded himself with a cabinet. every i'° realistic that it would be bnynt ;ion of a moral deterioration in whichtame of which speaks of sympathy ''into your memory forever What is T for one, do not believe.with high thing,. with splendid ideals I corrupt politics? And I speak here
with resolution and courage in behalf Principally of mttnicipal politics. It is "Corrupt politics! God save us
of righteousness Nut all the men, a stench in the nostrils of decent from its doom. I believe, my friends
who are in the senate of the United', people. It means that civil liberty is that we are passing through a period
States are gray wnlve:. many of them trampled in the dust and counted an of frenzied finance and frenzied poli-
i are men of the very highest character I unclean thing. It means, in far as its tics; that we have almost gotten
who care more for principle than for ,rganisation is concerned a corrupt through the period, and are coming
dollarf : more for honor than for, p•ditical boss, whose only conception out now into something like sunshine
fame Not all be men who are in' of leadership is that entertained by and decency and cleanness and whole-
our national congress are to be abused Jodas.Iscariot when he conducted the someness, when the corrupt politician
indiecriminately as carcuPtionists. Roman soldiery to seize his Master. shall have been saved or extinguished
'Many. of the governors of our states 'The political boss has not the grace of We have not gone very far—certain-
are men who understand the meaning a Judas. for he does not betray civil ly the milleniumt 'has not arrived. We
of an oath of, office, and who to the liberty so elegantly, having for this have simply gotten out of mud and
very hest of their ability are seeking. fair virgin no kiss, but rather resort- filth into a place where we can breathe
to prove true to the oath which they iftg to the mqst brutal and violent and free from the malodorous stenches
/lave taken in the sight of God and outrageous methods. It means the We have somewhat come,out of that
n. Not all politicians are bad men.'political machine Not a company of low,' miserable. self-contempt, into the
• t ig in a realm lower than this gentlemen met together for the par- experience of recovered self-respect
'eh T have been speaking that we POI* Of planning in honorable fashion The millenium lies beyond, when our
"hid corruption and infamy, and the'1 political campaign, but a body of
-cwiet disgraceful methods.
"Rut we must further keep before
Or t;iossist the ins! dot 'Whine la
,` Uf yettliller manhood should have po-
litical aspirations kindled in their
breasts believe that our colleges
and universities should have opened
men who, in order to keep themselves
lit office or to get Jr office, fight for
a part z yi:taly, in the tame tort of
law with the free exercise of the right
to entrrage. Tt means insult to law,
to liberty, to decency, to morality, to
all that makes a community civilized
A Brightening in the Day's Politics.
"That is a dark picture, and yet
an, not talking of ancient history. I
am talking of modern history. I am
talking of history not a year old
an, talking about heime•affairs. and I
pet of Jesuit Christ The foundation
stone of salvation is morality. John
the Baptist came preaching the mes-
sage. 'Repent' Short. incisive. Jesus
Christ came preaching the messag-.
Iltepen101 with additional emphasis
and with a higher meaning The mes-
sage from the pulptt today is the
same. tRepentr and unless you repent
you perish Do not suppose that by
the exercise of the divine grace you
can somehow be gotten into heaven
holding fast to meanness I'
possible
How the Politician Is to Be Saved
"Non, when you have saved the
politician. as Zacheus-was saved, when
you have saved him from corruption
from things dishonorable. from treach-
ery to his country you will save poli-
ticians. in so far as he is concerned
with politics. Wake up the con
ence in a man, and ifil5 whole environ-as those which T have been describ-1
ing' Rave you heard from anybody! ment becomes transfigured with a
new spirit Wake up righteousness inof fraud or manipulation or illegal or,
dishonorable methods? True, there' a man and his business becomes hon-
eit his politics becomes honest, all
with which he has to do becomes hon-
est Ile becomes a new man in the
sense that righteousness makes all
things new.
"The prophet tells of a new heaven
and a new earth, wherein dwelleth
righteousness That does not mean
that we are going to have new hills
and new valleys and new rivers. It
means that we are going to have new
men, and men are made new through
the spirit that is in them if it be the
spirit of rightenueness, the bad man
is transformed into the good man
Not otherwise shall there be a re-
demption of politics. Politics shell
be only through the salvation of the
politician.
"It is a very interesting thing to
note the steps' of this man's salva-
tion. in the first place, he was saved
in that Jesus Christ believed in him.
He believed in Zacheus. Not that he
compromised with his iniquity. Not
that he condoned his vices: but His
faith in Zachens was a demand made
upon his moral manhood. It was a
chaLT,urre to the very best that was in
him. It is this sort of faith which is
possible for the American people to
have in their corrupt politicians, a
faith which comes with an imperative
and clamored demand that the good
that is in them shall show itself. Ts
there nothing more expected from the
politician than that he shall discharge
certain meohanical and perfunctory
duties associated with his office? Do
we have as our representative in con-
dream shall come true, when our as- gress a machine which is to grind out
pirations in behalf of liberty shall bc-I (-rtain official duties and receive pay
come realities, when the great princi- therefor? We elect a then to cou-
ples enunciated by our fathers shall gress, and the idea of• ton catriel
may have been things done which
ought not to have been done. I am
inclined to think, judging from past
history. that this must have been the
case: but for one I thank God that
we had here in the city of Louisville
a Democratic primary, at least, which
was a virtual confession, it seems to
me of sorrow for sin. I believe that
the gubernatorial coontest. which is
not far off, will be a clean election I
believe that the people of the state
find fulfilment and fruition and com-1 with it more than mechanical skill;
plete realization. it carries with it the conception of a
with moral manhood, and we ask him that
• he shall bring to bear upon his task
I 
"Zacheus was saved The record therefore, conscience and integrity
and will and. intellect, and all thatinforms us that salvation came to his'
house From what was he saved? enters into his personality. That is. 
politicians. InI 
believe that the salvation offered faith we have inthe sort of
in the ,spel of Jesus Christ is some- rupt 
thing richer and fuller than morality endorsement because
think it is experiences which mor-
ality cannot know. I think it is a
peace and joy which morality is not
acquainted with, but there is no sort
of salvation possible apart from mor-
ality Zacheus was saved from ex-
tortion. He was saved from the vices
which had been gradually doing their
desperate work nopn hi: nature He
"But what has all this to do
the salvation of the politician?
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others these is
of the faithful
discharge of their work, and as well
the demand upon this moral nature
for further exercise.
The Governor Should Make Good.
"May I be pardoned, my friends, if
I again speak a word concerning lo-
cal conditions? I said some time ago
that I did not believe in the sincerity
of our present governor in his atti-
Wa, saved from corruption, and tude to the temperance cause duringso his senatorial campaign I don't think
must the politician be-saved primar-
now that I misjudged him. If so, I
am sorry for it. But the lack of sin-
cerity in a given relation is not a
charge of insincerity in all the rela-
tions of life. I believe certainly that
sincerity is possible to him, but my
44 in him today comes in the form
of a demand that he shall make good
My faith in the man-1 say it not ir
reverently—is of the same equality
corruption can be saved by any srtu as the faith of Jesus in Zacheus, a de,
mand made upon his moral manhoodof process, either projected by 'nt!I-
lectual seence or offered in the gos- Jesus said to this corrupt politician,
'There is good in you: let it come
forth, let it show itself, let it stand
out in the open.' I make that de-
mand upon the governor of Kentucky ,
in behalf of the enforcement of the
ily before any door of the kingdom
of God shall be opened to him for a
fuller and larger entrance 1 believe
in that future salvation associated
with golden streets and waving palms
and the River of the Water of Life
but no liar can either get there or get
into the fuller salvation of the gospel
here. No man who has not turned
hie back upon infamy. dishonesty and
I dare him to do his best. I chal-
lenge him to the utmost of his cour-
age and his conscience and his moral
integrity. In no sort of acrimonious
spirit is that challenge made, but in
the spirit of genuine love for any-
thing admirable in human nature. Sup-
pose he is feeling the pulse of the
members of the legislature before he
calls this extra session of the legis-
lature, concerning welch much has
been said of late, and believes he has
discovered from feeling the pulse
of the legislature that they are not
Inclined to any favorable- temperance
legislation, either as respects the
Sunday closing law or as respects the
cause of temperance in general; don't
you see his opportunity? He will not
be blamed. The legislature will be
blamed. I dare this governor to do
his best, and the people of the state
of Kentucky will statul ready to say
'Salvation has come to this house;
also in that he, too, is a son of God
made in the Divine Image.'
Acquaintance With Jesus Necessary
"filo that which called forth the
moral manhood of Zachess wss aet-
quaintance with Jesus Christ Ah
what a picture Wal that! Ntver ;ea
A man had he gazed upon before. Al
that was good in him began to shoW
itself. It became a great cry, a
mighty aspiration to do something
better, and to achieve something no-
bler in his life it was this acqatinit-
(Continued on Page Six)
WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME I
Quit paying rent. Let us build the house; you pay for It as you
pay rent. Vacant lots in all parts of the city. Nice lots oa the
proposed car exteesiou on 'road to ordes depot sled is Alien
streets from te each. Buy now on instalbesst piss
while cheap. Trio is the 'highest ground is the city. Property is
sirrsoelag
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.
L Hard D. Sanders, Pres. and M. Phone 761
WE ARE
CLOSING OUT
A LINE OF TRIMMED AND EVENING HATS
AT COST
CALL AND EXAMINE OUR STOCK AND SEE
WHAT YOU CAN SAVE IN MAKING PURCHASE
MRS. CHAPPIN
AT
ELEY DRY GOODS CO.
322--324 BROADWAY
WINCHIJM
66 NUBLACK "
Loaded Black Powder Shells
Shoot Strong and Evenly
Are Sure Fire,
Will Stand Reloading.
They Always Get The Sane.
For Sale r.4...rvwhere.
4‘.
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Insulting The Decent Citizens.
An item appeared in the News-
Democrat in regard to the objections
to the scarlet women of West Court
street locating elsewhere in
the city and closets with this lan-
guage:
'The unfortunate women .appear
to be between his satanic majesty and
the deep blue sea. If they remain
on Kentucky avenue they will be
fined, and if they move into some
other neighborhood the respectable
element threaten dire vtegence.
"The people uho stiffed up the
strife see no that they have made
a mess of it, and would like some-
body to help them let go."
The last rparagraph is an insult to
the decent citizens of Paducah who
were instrumental in arousing a sen-
t;ment to rid the heart of the city of
those people who constitute the most
vicious and degrading element that
• ever disgraced a city. The very fart
that good citizens of other localities
object to the harlots in their neigh-
borhood is sneeringly used as a pre-
text to assail other good people with
the accusation of having made a
mess of it, and also that they now
see it. by which one would Jitter. that
On,. good citizens wyttAltiocated
the wiping out of the A met 4rtou s red
light district are disposed to regret
It.
In behalf of the decent citizens
ee this community The Register de-
sires to resent the slurs-cast at them
by the -News-Democrat. That news-
paper has the right to take the part
ol the bawds but it must not offer
insult to those who seek to rid a most
public place of the low dives and
degrading houses of prostitution that
have flourished for a quarter of a
cent wry in full 'VIM Of the most
prominent thoroughfare of this city.
Who are these people whom the
News-Democrat seeks to put in the
tole of injured persons? They con-
stitute a blot upon civilization and
are a constant menace to the mor-
als of the community. The very
lowest strata of society ie their por-
tion and in their hellward flight they
seek to ensnare and draw into the
vortex of sin the youth and maidens
tne land. What right haNe those
creatures to consideration at the
bessels ;if respectable peonle?
They disregard the laws of God.
man and society and make their
places of abode veritable ante-cham-
bers to the infernal regions. In
their revelries it is but the laughter
of death and in theft dying hours it
it' but the shriek of thi damned
Dith' the adandon of 4cpraved na-
tures men are hired ia destrtiction.
leaving a trail of blackened lives and
desolate homes. It is indeed a' iaari;.
dit;on that excites pity iii every
breast, but when It 'comes so accord-
iv any consideration to. those' who
openly declare their determination to
live a life ol shame and blight the
lives of all who may come in con-
tact with them it becomes a different
proposition entirelyn aqd ohe that.
must be measured elijr.' the' apPif Wit
of common sense and the rules of de-
cency.
They "are criminals of the worst net-
tun- and as such their very presence
iii a community is an injustice to
respectable people, and between those
two classes there is no middle ground.
Law and society are the foes of vil-
doers, and when openly defled an
issue is raised. Shall society and the
levers of home and good government
be protected or shall the very laws
laid down for the preservation of the
people be set aside for the protction
of the Moral lepers and eotice there-
by given them to continue their lives
of shame with the sanction of the
community?
The issue has been raised and
forced to the point where there can
be no retreat upon the part of those
charged with the enforcement of
law. The decree has gone forth from
the circuit court bench, indorsed and
supported by the good people of the
city, and to indulge in retreat as in-
directly suggested by the News-
Democrat would not only be cow-
ardly, but a disgrace to the self res-
pecting people of the city. It is not
the part for the good people, the
Court or the officials to find a place
For the scarlet women to locate; that
responsibility rests upon their own
shoulders. Leading the lives they
do, they are not entitled to live in
proximity with respectable people,
and having voluntarily entered into
a. life of shame and beng disposed
to continue such a career they must
abide the consequences, and expect
to be driven from neighborhood to
neighborhood until they either re-
form or find an abiding place in
which they will not be disturbed if
such a place can be found. But to
continue to maintain and conduct the
establishments on West Court street
.s out of the question and the lame
pleas set forth by their journalistic
ally will avail naught in their be-
half The edict has gone forth to
vacate and move on, an-1 the efforts
of good citizens living ia such parts
oi the city as the harlots seek to in-
vade, to keep them moving should
have the encouragement and support
of all good people and c'ecent news-
papers in the city.
_
Call For A Show Down.
Some months ago NOen a demo-
cratic office-holder appointed the re-
publican organ as the official. news‘
paper of Paducah. the re:ison to cover
such a remarkable action was given
that there wan no democratic news-
paper in this city. This reason. hoe-
ever. a as never accepted by many
as the real cause for the appointment
of a republican .sheet by a so-called
democrat. But be that as it may, a
flood of very unfavorable criticism
followed the action, and then to allay
the feeling somewhat, it was given
out that the republican paper had
been appointed with the understand-
lig that if a straight democratic
newspaper was established Or one of
the others converted into a straight
democratic paper that the republican
newspaper would surrender the ap-
pointment and it would be given se
the democratic newspaper.
For jive months at least certain
democratic politicians sought to
raise money enough to start another
newspaper and a certain whisky deal-
er subscribed $50o with the promise
to make it $1,000 if they would make
it a morning paper. The state admin-
istration was appealed to for funds.
but as the editor of The Register said
open and above board, the whole
gang put together could not raise
money enough to start a nuwspaper
and laughed at them. ;t turned out
just that way. llut back to the sub-
ject again. When Urey Woodson
succeeded in getting hr erstwhile
lIcKinky-Democrat asscciates in the
News-Democrat to assume the whole
lo4d, the new management at once
converted the paper into a straight
democratic orga.n and it fought
valiantly for the city ticket, and after
the state primary it gracefully swat=
lowed, the whole ticket, Beckham
and all, and to all intents and pur-
poses, it became a feillfledged and do-
cde party organ nearly three months
ago, but not one whisper ;lave we
heard of the republican crgan return-
ing ,the appointment to *a sot-called
democratic benefactor, and mak-
ing good the statement to give it to
,a deinbcratic newspaper.
is iVawing a good hie, d inatkittly
stipend from the City treatairY by the
grace of a so-called democrat and
every dollar that pours into the te-
publican coffers enables it to make
that much more of a stronger fight
against the democrats. If the Sun
holds the appointment under agree-
ment to surrender it to a democratic
organ, it should be required to live up
to the bargain. If no such agree-
ment exists, the democrats will then
kiir w that the aforesaid statement
was mere hot air and riven out to
deceive the party. The keihstes,
no intereet in the matter further than
to urge the detnocons sta. call pre a
3h0w down. The party cAtainly has
the right to demand andlittow,the
true reasons why nue eltcted. op a
democratic ticket uses the' power' of
that office to strengthen itand epueld
up a republican organ, or to give it a
club with which to hammer on the
party to whom he is indebted for the
office he holds and who might
is) the near future appeal to
the democrats to give him another
job. There is nothing Flee having a
full and free understanding of a
thing that looks queer on its face,
and now is a good time to probe the
appointment of the offcial news-
pzper to the bottom. Call for a show
down, gentleman, call for a show
down.
If the protection of
manded the enactment
regard to the care of
health &-
of laws in
tuberculosis
an the fumigation of premises late-
ly occupied by those afflicted by ,the
dread disease, there are certainly no
good reasons why the board of
health should have any hesitancy in
seeing that the law is,, enforced.
Physicians as a rule advocate the
necessity of a well conducted board
of health, and consequently each and
every phseiciati should feel it incum-
bent upon him to cooperate and sup-
port
 the board in every movement
looking to the protection health.
Candies Always Fresh and Delic-
ious, our own make. at Hawkin's
Cafe, 417 ,Broadway.
--- ---
Oysters Fresh. At Hawkins Cafe,
417 Broadway
• •
.-`:There are being put forth stIr.enu- I
ous efforts ;in' certain democralk
quarters to open up the municipctl
campaign for next year, and now
seems to be an opportune time foil
th 
   d d • d tle straight-lacedan le-
wool democrats to ask a few, perti- P,n Elegant Lunch,
nent questions. The republican sheet Cafe Thanksgiving.
NOT AN ARPEST -ft
HAS BEEN MADE'
POLICE DEPARTMENT FINbS
IT UNUSUALLY DULL
NOW.
Detective Baker Went to Owensboro
After Brantley Bolton—Type-
writer Stolen.
Yesterday was the dullest day the
police ilepartment has had for mati:y
month, as not an arrest was mak
between police court yesterday, and
3 o'clock this morning. It is some-
thing remarkable when less than half
a dozen arrests occur during twenty-
four hours, but this has proven a re-
cord breaker, and it looks as si judge
Cross will have no warrants up before
him this morning, except those in
cases continued over from preceding
court days.
Worthless Check.
William llaker is ex-
pected back today fitom Owensboro,
where he went yesterday morning af-
ter Branklcy Bolton, who is charged
with getting Charles Clerk of The
Palmer hotel, to cash a $48 cheek
drawh upon the Henderson (Ky.) Na-
tional bank, while Bolton was stop-
ping at the Paducah hotel several
weeks ago. The bank sent the check
back, endorsed worthless, and with
the notation that Bolton had .no
money there. Bolton was then ar-
rested. He formerly lived here and is
now engaged in the :real eetatn,bitsi-
ness at Owensboro.
' Typewriter Stolen. ,. _
After being out for a week visiting
the county schools Cottnty Superin-
tendent Samuel' Biltington -yesterday
morning returned to his office in, the
county courthouse, and found some-
one had broken into the plaice: and
stolen' his $75 tyPetriiter:
Game Law Violators.
Game Warden T. J. More, is in-
vestigating same letters received. by
members of the Paducah Gun club
wherein the writer says certain;4•91`
ties are selling freany quail, by Alp-
ping them out of this city to Logi"-
ville hotels. The guilty will be in-
dicted by the grant! Ivry. 'if evidence
,cuffieient can be gotten s.gainst tbem.
at Mr':
• •
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THROUGHOUT OUR ENTIRE HOUSE ARE GOODS AT PRIC-
ES THAT WILL PLEASE YOU. WE CARRY A BIG ASSORT-
MENT AND YOU CAN USUALLY FIND WHAT YOU ARE LOOM.
ING FOR HERE THESE ARE THINGS WOW" CONSIDERING
WHEN YOU START OFF ON YOUR 8HOPPL tOUR.
BED COVERS
corroN BLANKETS AT soc Tsc, „,,kne $noo $1.19, $1.15 AND UP
TO $t.75 A PAIR.
ALL-WOOL BLANKETS, LARGE SIZE, IN WHITE% Rill ANN
ALL THE PRETTY PLAID& AT 495 A PAIR. WE HAVE SOLD
THIS BLANKET AT THIS PRICE FOR TWO YEARS. WOOL HAS
GONE UP ZN PRICE SEVERAL TIMES IN THAT PERIOD BUT
WE HAVE HELD THE PRICE DOWN TO Sgall.
A BETTER WOOL BLANKET IN WHITE AND COLORS. IN-
CLUDING PLAIDS AT $s.00 A PAIR.
COMFORTS AT me. Si.00, ft, 2o, lit.as, 111.50, !king AND UP TO
$2.75. OUR COMFORTS ARE DIIFFERENT FROM REGULAR
LINES OF COMFORTS THE PATTERNS ARE PRETTIER
HO: IERY
LADIES HEAVY FLEECED HOSE isc, 25C AND &sc.
LADIES BLUE MIXED WOOL HOSE AT acic AND sec.
LADIES' OXFORD WOOL HOSE AT ac.
LADIES' IMITATION WOOL HOSE, IN GRAY AND BLACK.
AT 15c.
SPECIAL VALUES IN GUMS* HEAVY HOSE AT tsc.
ALSO BOYS' HEAVYV/ZIGHT AT :sc.
MEN'S WHITE-FOOT 90Z Roc
MEN'S SPLIT
-FOOT BOX (SPECIAL) :sc.
MEN'S MERINO SOX re.
MEN'S FINE CASHMERE SOX ac.
KNIT GOODS
LADIES SHAWL FASCINATORS, IN
PINK AND BLUE, ssc.
BETTER ONES AT sac, soc 69c. 15c, 9k.
CHILDREN'S STOCKING CAPS OR TOQUES AT ac AND pc.
IsoNf AND uTS 'lr. 
Sign.
BAND-MADE CROCHET SACKS (ALL WOOL) s5c39c.
LADIES KNTTTILD SKIRTS, IN PLAIN COLORS, AT sec.
BETTER ONES, WITH FANCY BORDERS, AT .ac AND px
WOOL ONES AT 75c. 911c, $s.s5 AND $1.69.
CHILDREN'S JERSEY LZOGINS 39c PAIR; BLACK ONLY.
INFANTS WHITE ALL
-WOOL CROCHET LEGGINS AT sp.
PAIR
DRESS GOuDS and SILKS
SOME SPECIAL VALUES IN ALL-WOOL DRESS GOODS IN
BLACK AND COLORS AT soc YARD THE PRINCIPAL THINGS
ARE CHEVIOTS AND PANAMA
SPECIAL VALUES IN 41-in. ALL
-WOOL TAFFETA SUITING
AT $i.00 A YARD. ALL COLORS
GREAT LINE OF NOVELTY DRESS GOODS, YARD WIVII•
MOSTLY GRAYS. AT soc.
SPECIAL VALUE IN YARD WIDE GUARANTEED SILK UM
BLACK ONLY) AT Si.co
YARD
-WIDE SILKS IN WHITE AND COLORS AT Stan.
YARD
-WIDE SHEPHERD'S CHECK SILKS AT Sitio
SUIT CASES
JUST PUT ON SALE A LOT OF MEN'S SUIT CASES AT
VERY LOW PRICES:
22-in. enither brown oc Ave.. •
24
-in.
26-in. 
22
-in. LEATHER CAS/  
24-in. LEATHER CASE
26-3n. LEATHER CASE
WHITE, BLACK. RED
  $1.00
  Vas
 .52-25
$3•50
 $3-95
 1415
THE FINEST LEATHER CASES ARE $6.', $,.c so At._ 59.50
THIS STORE WILL CLOSE AT NOON NEXT THURSDAY—
THANKSGIVING.
PURI [LL &THOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH. KY
Thanksgiving Specials
AT
Louie Clarke
Fancy Catawba Grapes, bskt.asc
4 large Grape Fruit for, ...sec
Doren large DiU Pickles.. :.sat
1 lbs. Wafer Crackers for...sg
Mixed Cakes, the pound...rye
2 lbs. Oyster Crackers for.. tsc
Irish Potatoes, a peck s5c
Sweet Mixed Pickles a qt. aoc
Le12101111, per doz. isc
Cauberrie, by the quart toc
3 pkgs. Uneeda Biscuits for to::
3 pkgs. Nabiscos for 25C
2 lbs. Layer Raisins for  25C
2 lbs. Layer Figs 115C
Large Red Prunes, lb 25c
A 3 lb. can White Heath
.25c
2 bottles Queen Olives 25c
2 pkgs. Spaghetti for SC
2 pkgs. Maccaroni for zsc
Cream Cheese, per pound isc
Fancy Lettuce, 2 heads for isc
2 dos. Oranges for
3 lbs. Powdered Sugar for 15C
3 lbs. Cut Loaf Sugar for 25C
2 lbs. Orange Cookies for. .25c
2 cans Red Salmon for
25C
. . 25C
21/2 lb. can Mcusoon Aspara-
gus for 25(
2 cans 'Pineapple Chunks 25c
3 cans Orange Corn
3 1-lb. caps Sliced teaches 25C
2 cans Early Garden Peas ac
2 cans Beets for 25C
2 cans Tilistle Peas for
Lea & Perrin 'Sauce, bottle
Wive Sap Apples, per pk.
2 glasses Hnrse Radish for
25C
25C
25C
45c
'Sc
dos. Pig feet for., 25c
r dos. Milcher Herring for asc
lb. .can Royal Baking
Powder for  sec
Oysters, per quart 45c
I 'peck Red 0010115 20C
3 lbs. Mince Meat for 15(
insinvireggirmigesmee!,
Mrs. Washington Grafton went to An Elegant Lunch, at Hawlds'sEdayville yesterday. Cafe Thanksgiving.
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ate arrrived here from St. Louis unii
ed on up to the "Dusk'. Nest"
mouth of the Tensestwe river,
re the flotilla of steamers Always
end the winter. The Girardeau
ought along with her the Leyhe
barfboat, and also the commissary
at: that were taken up in the sieat.
se was aboard the ladder* and
achinery that will be instailed upon
new steamboat Alton, which is
w being coestructed for the Leylie
c in the shipyards at Jefferson-
ville. Ind., and which will be brought
down to tilts city when everything
is reedy for the -.machinery.
Captain Joseph McCulloch piloted
the Girardeau .to this city, and yes
terday said that the balance of the
Leyhe fleet would arrive within the
seat week or two tei go into Duck's
est to. remain for the v. inter. They
t the 'Bald Eagle, ;Spread Eagle,
ey Eagle, awl other steamboats.
ihch have been coming to the win-
r harbor for many yews back.
All these Leyhe boas ply out of
,'Louis up the Ithnois riwer to Peb-
h, except the Cape treirartleatt,
runs from theguttare Great to
Girardeau, Mo The headwat-
6f.the Mistissippi and Jllinois
• far North that heavy iee forms
'in the winter, and floating down
s St LOttis ligifees
one. "'P. ••:,11.4 •
insurance cogRatties that% )07
°licks upon these boats, in-
fig them 'itifiiAt rtiltirilaVac
,
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Let Us  All Be Thankful  I
Is
For the many blessings received during the past year---
every one is thankful for something. We are thankful,
though hardly having had our doors opened, for the many
expressions of good will and support received from this
community, and we assure the public that in placing be-
fore them this modern clothing, furnishing and shoe store
we will use every effort, to merit your trade and approv-
al; and we intend to do it by these methods, viz: Strictly
up-to-date merchandise, moderately priced. The follow-
ing prices will give you an idea of what vie have to show:
MEN'S SUITS.
Cheviots, Cassimeres and fine Wor-
sted that you will see in the high
priced stores at Steep°, $ta.00 and
even $15.00. We will sell at $7.50.
They are well made, high ass,
goods.
MEN'S SUITS.
Black Cheviots and worsteds in
round and double breasted extraor-
dinary good values for $4.5o and ls.00
MEN'S SUITS.
In all the new shades of grays and
browns in fine worsteds. Neat checks
plaids, velours and caasimers. You
see them displayed by the high priced
clothiers at Sis.00 to Sztt.00. We price
them lower than others can buy
them. Star°.
Mothers will find that we are head-
quarters for clothes for the little
fellows, having all the new and de-
sirable patterns in double breasted
and norfalk suits, ranging in price
from $z co to $3.50. Overcoats from
$1 .50 to $eco.
You should see this I ne.
OUR HAT DEPARTMENT
We call especial attention to the
many new blacks in Hats, which will
certainly appeal to the most critical
buyer and just a glance through the
department will suffice. Knox, Dun-
lap and Stetson shapes in all thats
new. We have them from $t 5o to
$3.00.
IN THE FURNISHING DbART
MENT.
We will show you some of the
new ideas in the ever popular Cluett
Peabody, Arrow Brand collars, Wil-
son Bros. celebrated 'Lao and $1.5o
Shirts. Hosery, Shoes, etc. in fact,
everything you may need in the way
of modern furnishings.
OVER COATS
In the over coat line we have an-
other story to tell, you will see spe-
cials of the high priced clothers ad-
vertised at from $tozo to Sao°. We
show them all the time at $5.00, $7.50
and $to.00. In blues and blacks, tans
and browns in beavers and kersey
medium and long coats and the ever
popular francy coats in extra length
ose blacks.
FLARED SKIRTS
In the new Form Fitting coat
flared skirts, we have all the new and
popular shades of grays, which others
show at from $22.50 to $25.00. We
price them at $15 oo.
.• •
•
GULLETT'S 3 1 2 BROADWAY
Clothing, Furnishings and Shoes for Men and Boys a(:)Min Ifklifial011111011011111k1101111MIERMEIN Re .4(:)(
INE LEYHE FLEET BOATS
COMING TO WINTER QUARTERS
'IHE ADVANCE GUARD, CAPE GIRARDEAU. ARRIVED HERE
YESTERDAY MORNING FROM ST LOUIS, AND !•'ASSED ON
UP TO THE DUCK'S NEST. WHERE SHE REMAINS IN WIN-
TER QUARTERS—THE STE MER ALTON TO BE BROUGHT
HERE FROM JEFFERSONVILLE AND HAVE HER BOILERS
AND MACHINERY INSTALLED—MANY CRAFTS COMING
FOP THE USUAL SOJOURN. 1111111
Yesterday moraisg the advance land arc liable to cost the companies
rd of the Leyhe fleet of steam khottsands of dollars.
the Leyhe fleet boats will be
bPought here, moored to the bank
-above and the crews sent back home,
with cxception of a Watchman or two
si ho are left to look aft o• the prop-
erty.
Captain McCulloch is posting tip
little on the Ohio rivzr before re-
turning to St. Louis. where he goes
oi the steamer Eagle. This' boat will
next week pass this city enronte to
Jeffersonville to bring tlie new boat
Alton here for the machinery and
boilers.
Many of the towboat, c..no; here
.winter qttartcrs. ito ice ever
comes out of the Tennessee river,
which his its headwaters fb the
worm South. The Towobat Usk-
wood came here yesterday mo.tning
from the Tennessee river and passed
on up to the nest to rt main ind'efi-
nitely.
An Elegant 6 o'clock Dinner,
Hawkin's Cafe Thanksgiving.
PUTTING FOUNDATION
Concrete and Gravel Mixture Being
Placed Beneath Rails and Ties.
Yesterday morning the work of
connecting tip the new ra:ls, was fin-
ished for the double track of the
traction company on Broadway be-
tween Fourth and Fifth ,streets. The
men were immediately put to work
mixing and p'acing the new concrete
and gravel composition foundation. it
tvill take several days - to finish this
or otherwise,..•all :cisieeletthe and when it is done all thei.
es- the Atli of , p.celt1.4F A !Wick will be taken ttp on the blockr
neit issue tilern aggin tint , e. and' ,replaced with new Ones, the car
at MONS: • Inarl. do 'Oki,' - ii- 0 .,Tri)an y being bound by contract to
he boats are ,,11A" ineirvillfliikg 'take every•old-lasick,up and put &inn
r from tlit: hea.-y tee•lifffeij.. sm..; ots ri‘olt11 curb to curb
00 10 JOIN WILL MARRY
HUNTING PARTY TOMORROW
MESSRS. SINGLETON AND POT-
TER HAVE TO POSTPONE
THEIR DEPARTURE.
They Go to Arkansas to Join Mr.
Robertson, but Now Have to
Wait for River to Fall.
Messrs. Gus G. Singleton and Lee
l'otter intended leaving tomorrow for
Arkansas -to join Mr. George Robert-
son, of this city, who is down there
on his annual hunt, but the two form
er were compelled to delay the r de-
parture until wnetime next week, on
receiving won yesterday that the
recent rains bad caused the rivers
of Arkansas to leave their banks to
the extent that after leaving the train
at Malvern, Ark.. the Paducahans
would have to make a circuitous trip
of about fdrty-five miles overland to
get to where Mr Robertson is. The
backwaters have nearly encircled the
hunters' camp, and rather than have
to make the lqatg trip by land, Messrs.
Singleton and Potter will wait until
the waters go down.
Mr. Robertson has been in Arkansas
for several weeks now on his big
hunt, and writes back that he and his
pack of too hounds have succeeded in
bringing down several bear, dear and
other big game. Messrs. Potter :.nd
Singleton expect to spedd several
weeks there enjoying the outing.
MISS MINNIE SOUDEE AND
CHAS R. HALL WED TO-
MORROW AFTERNOON.
* 111
Mrs. Mohr Micheal Entertains at
Cards Tomorrow Afternoon—Fine
Time by the Woodmen.
At 4 o'clock tomorrow afternoon
Miss Minnie Souder and Mr. Charles
R. Hall will be united in marriage at
the Illinois Central railroad hospital
on 'We-- ftri,adway, where for the
past six years the bride has been as-
sociated as trained nurse. The cere-
mony will be performed by Rev. W
E. Cave of the First Presbyterian
church, followed by departure of the
couple on their bridal tour. Return-
ing, they reside at Fifth and Harri-
son strerts
Afternoon at Cards.
Mrs. Mohr Micheal of 32o North
Seventh street will entertain at cards
tomorrow afternoon, cmplitnentary to
hcr guct. MIcc. Rose Bodenheimer of
Ames lood
Delightful Affair.
The big reception given last night
by Olive camp, Woodmen of the
World, at their hall on North Fourth
street was attended by several hun-
dred affiliates and the members of
their families. A Great time was had
the program being fine and refresh-
ments delicious.
THREE CANDIDATES.
Knights Templar held Many Hours'
Session Yesterday and Last Night.
The Knights Templar conferred the
degress upon three candidates during
their meeting which started at 4
o'clock yesterday .afternoon, ..and
closed about to o'clock last evening
At 6 o'clock a fine turkey supper was
served the knights in the lodgeroom
banquet hall by the ladies f the East-
ern Star.
Oysters Fresh At Hawkin's Cafe,
417 Broadway.
 4.-
MEMORY IS MONEY
To Taxpayers:
You are hereby respectfully notified
that the last half of your City Tax
Bill is now due.
This friendly reminder is to guard
you against forgetfulness, and rnay
s:.•ve you a Ten Per Cent penalty.
You are cordially invited to the
city treasurer's office at your earliest
convenience, that you may avoid the
crowd and delay of the last days.
Yours very truly,
JOHN J. DORIAN,
City Treasurer.
Now is the time to get a bottle 01
Allot
Dr. Dwight's
Lilyderma Cream
Prevents and cures chappid rot
Makes the skio soft, arnoota
and white. Removes all blemishes
caused by the cold winds.
Delightful to use after shaving
For sale only at
BACON'S
DRUG STORE.
Phones 237. 7th and Jackson Sts
Don't Miss Our Free Goldfish Offer
We are now taking orders for the.o
at our store. Wt give one aquarium
two goldfish, one box fish food
plants, pebbles, etc.. with every Car
of our Bouquet baking powder for js
cent:. Don't miss this opportunity.
as you may never have it again. We
guarantee every can of the baking
powder. or money refunded. No tele-
phone orders taken.
J. BIEDREMAN GROCERY co
Subscribe for the Regirer.
Now is the time for you to fill youi (-la] hoise. Lump 12c,[14ut 11c
keniuckv ana
Also dealer ir LIME anc CEMENT- 'Agent fon Whitehall an
Agatite Cement. "KING OF CEMENT,"
II M. Cunningeham,
Ok 960, New 245.
- Thi_itsenth and Adams Jtretet
•
•.).1
Where the
Skin Chaps
We rcommend the use of
Henry's Aseptic Cream as a
never-disappointing healing and
softening application . for
chapped or cracked skin or lips.
Is a one night cure for
chapped lips and skin rough-
ness; Heals, softens smoothes,
beautifies. Delightly perfumed.
Not the least bit sticky or
greasy. Rubs right into the
skin
1 J. N. OehlschlaegerDRUGGISTSXTH AND BROADWA
WE USE
The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONERS
WHY?
Because it ▪ irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, Or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either .tiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump- so often seen is miss-
ing.
No other like it in West Ken
tucky Satisfy yourself by
sending 1:s your laundry.
Star Laundry
'nhone aock
NOTICE
Wiest Pricss Paid for Second-Had
STOVES AND FURNrTDRE
Buy anything and soli everything.
•111-11.0 Court Street Old Phases
1311*.
Clem Fransiola
MOVING WAGON IN CONNEC-
TION.
DR.. HOYER
Room Jog Fraternity Building.
Other 'phone Old 131 it Residence
phone old 464.
I NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS THE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
INCoRPORATED
306 B'way. Day and Night
Free Catalogue School
Excursion:
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and bes
excursion out of Paducah.
sainn For the Round Trip toUU Tennessee river & retur'
It is a trip of pleasure, comfor
and rest; good service, good tabl
good roams, etc. Boats leave each
Wedoesday and Saturday at 5 p.
For other information apply TO Jill
Koger, superintendent; Frank L
Brown, agent
•3ENTIST—
Truk•hart Sanding.
TEL. 7S.
0. D. Schmidt)
Architect and Superintendent
ma Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 4, Red; New Phone .
PADUCAH. EserrucsT
DR. W C. SUDAN=
neopathist.)
Office 306 B: oadway—PLone Ise
Residence, Sip Brondway.
1'4.one la
Dr. E. T.Haii
Office with Di Rivers & Rivers. IA
North Fifth, Bc.'h Phones 355-
Residence 1041 t..tay (nil Phone 169a
J. K. HY-MDR:CH, J. O. MILLI"
WTI. MARS LIL.
Hendrick, 
KA&
Mille)
aft
LAWYZID.
Practice in all the courts of the
Mgt Roth phones 31.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3 Register mild-.
ins, 523 1-3 Broadway.
Mt. R. F. HEARN!
BROOK HILL BUILDING.
1111I.EPHONE NO. 444.
OLIVER. OLIVER ilk M*OltZ0011
LAWYER.S
OFFICES: Beaton, Ky., rear loud
Marshall County; Padamb, Kr
Room its Fraternity Building.
New 'Pb... its. 014 'Plume 404
IL T. LIONTFOIIT,
LAWYER
Will practie in all courts
tuck-'
of Ke
F. H. PURYEAR,
Atturney-at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building
533 1-2 Broadway, Pailacitli, Ky.
New 'Phoue sgo.
SPECI A LTI E.!
Abstracting cif
lusurasice, Corporation and
Seal Ikea* Law
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Rs
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYBIBB.
Rooms to, ti and 11, COISOkuil MI6
PADUCAH, FY.
H. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE tap NORTH FIrril
TELEPHONES:
itesideree 3 Office as)
ALBEN W. BARKLEY
Atearlity at Law.
Room No. 5,
Colombia Bldg
Paducah
Keuteeckg,
Estoursion Rates on
The Rive'
Round trip to SVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continoas passage Se.00:
Gialladted dchst $p* meals and
berth include&
TRIP TO CAIRO, 141.17
Dr. Childress gi ROUNDficar  over $1.5o each,meals; OSACI with amain
Goad music on :ill the boats. For
nether particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen.
or OIVIEN FOWLBR.
Avert. re"c It
EYE, EAK`NOSE AND
THROAT
Ohre and Residence, Roonu 3 isd
Columbia Building.
at-ts• 1.14
; DABNE Y 
,INJURED MAN CHARITIES'
I STILL LAID UP CONVENTION
OLLIE CATLETT'S CASE HAD PRESIDENT OSBORNE RE-.
TO BE CONTINUED AGAIN QUESTS MAYOR TO NAME
BY JUDGE. DELEGATE
Van Bankhead, Colored, Got Post- Mr. Eli G. Boone is Chairman of the
ponement of Case Charging Him First District Committee, and
With Trying to Kill Officer. I Will Be Named.
Until today was continued
shooting charge against 011ie Catlett
colored, when it was called yesterday
morning by Judge Cross in the police
court. Catlett is the negro who shot
Levi Trice, colored, one night two
weeks ago daring a crap game in
the alley running from Ninth to Tenth
between Washington and Clark
streets. Trice is not yet able t,,s at-
tend court, one bullet going through
his left arm and the other through his
left leg.
Van Bankhcad colored, was given
a continuance of the case against him
He is the negro whom Officer Hur-
ley tried to arrest at Eleventh and
Caldwell streets, and who pulled his
gun and tried to kill the policeman,
but the latter beat Bankhead to it. and
sent a bullet in the back of the bur-
ly desperado's head.
An unknown man was tined Si and
costs for being drunk. He was found
lying at the rear door of the Segen-
fetter saloon on South Third street
and carried to the city hall in a
wheelbarrow.
Wes Pennington. colored, was given
a continuance until today of the war-
rant charging him with cutting Wal-
ter Shannon. colored, during a fight
out in Fisherville
Politics Are
Growing Better
(Contmtied from Page Three
anceship with Jesus Christ that awak-
ened him, that aroused has from his
lethargy. that led him to believe that
despite his sin and his wickedness he
could yet become self-respecting
'I wonder it it would seem 'neon-
ernotis to this audience if I should
say that in order for the corrupt poli-
tician to be saved in the way in which
Zacheus was saved it becomes a most
important matter that he should be-
come acquainted with Jesus Christ?
Think of a political It vudying
the life of Jesus of Nazareth! Think
• of certain men who are called leading
politicians reading the New Testa-
ment! And yet, why not? Is not
Jesus a historic character? Would
we think it strange if any of our
politicians should be studying the
lives of Webster. of Clay, or the great
political leaders who have figured in
the state's history? By what sort of
reasoning' is Jesus to be ignored? Has
He nqt been the dominant (pirit in
the formation of all that is highest
and noblest in government? I call
upon these politicians of whom I am
speaking to study the life of Jesus
Christ. and they shall find, for in-
stance. this clear word from the Mas-
ter which has become a common-
place in political speech, namely
'Public office is a public trust ' Can
you find it better stated than in these
words from Jesus of Nazareth He
that would save his life shall lose it?'-
That means if a man will seek to
save his life by refusal to accept re-
sponsibility. he shall lose something
infinitely more worth while than a
job; he shall lose something far more
significant than an office; he shall lose
through moral deteoriation his life;
,his moral nature shall become atro-
phied. The man in political life who
does not accept the truth that public
office is a public trust shall not only
sooner or later be relegated from pith-
lic service, but he shall go through
continually a process of moral dete-
rioration that shall leave him present-
ly a wrecked man. Learn from Je-
St15 Christ what democracy is. Some-
thing more than equality of privilege
before the law. It means in the con-
ception of Jesus Christ, love for the
common people. The common people
we are told, heard Him gladly. not
because He was trying tts live by a
rule which required Him to be decent
and respectable to the common peo-
ple, bat because He had a great heart
of sympathy and tenderness for the
common people To build up the
marvels-of antiquity we are told the
few led and the many followed, the
few drove end the many were driven.
The toiler was not considered.
"The politician of today shall have
sympathy with the people. He shall
carry out that principle so old, so
trite, that it has become commonplace.
and yet so vital that this government
of oars concerns the people:. a gov-
ernment of the people and for the
people and by the people . It was
withoutI not necessary that. God Almighty
should lay bare a continent for ge-
nius. Genius can break through, bar-
riers, climb mountains and swim seas;
or rather, to use a different figure,
pass. Agent. it has wings and can soar and thus
transcend all difficulties and all hin-
City Vass .nerencr;s. hilt here was a great con-
: ( 'y r•rt :.Wei.
the Mayor Yeiser yesterday
received from President Thomas D
Osborne, ui the Kentucky Charities
Association, a letter requesteing the
mayor to select some Paducah man
to represent'this city at the charities
convention to be held in Louisville
next Friday and Saturday. Delegates
will be in attendance front all por-
tions of the state and a most bene-
ficial gatherings is anticipated.
Mr Eli G. Boone, of this city, is
the chairman of the First Congres-
sional District continitt,s for the
state organization, and the proba-
bilities are he wit be chosen as Pa-
ducah', offca I ry presen tat cc, the
mayor remarking yesterdas. that Mr.
Boone would be a good man to
choose
The convention is a gathering tint
ing which the people outline the
course to be pursued for relief of
those needing chant. -
from any source
morning
attention
tude who should have equality of priv-
ileges, and who should have grounded
into them the right to develop them-
selves in harmony with the nature
which God Almighty had granted un-
to them. Let our corrupt politician
learn also from Jesus Christ what
becomes of the corrupt politician
when the white heat of public indig-
nation has once been aroused P Do
you remember that scene in the tem-
ple at Jerusalem when thia Christ of
ours stood with a whop of cords in
His hands, driving from the temple
the money changers and the traffick-
ers There you have what indigna-
tion will do when it is white Civil
liberty is going to be taken care of
by the American people, and the poli-
tician who fails to understand that
will one day realize that the spirit of
Jesus Christ has gotten into the great
American masses, and that they are
coming ten thousand strong, ay, a
million strong. to drive him from the
Face of the earth
Conscience Needed in the Politician.
"Finally. this man Zacheus hail his
conscience awakened because of his
acquaintance with Jens Christ He
said to the masses. "1 have done
things that are wrong. and in so far as
in me lies I mean to set them right
If have, stolen from any man,
mean, to restore him fourfold.' Con-
science became  . the What we
need in American politics today is
not brains. We have got brains. I
believe that the average ward politi•
elan is a man of intellect as a rule
that sort of intellect which consists
in the power of organization and
shrewdness and cunning it is not
that which we lack. It is conscience
Given conscience and you have man-
hood Given the revival of conscience
and you have blossoming all of the
qualities which klorify civilisation;
and when the politician shall have
reckoned with his own conscience
when he comes to understand that
there are certain things which he
dare not do because of the wretched-
ness and unrest which shall follow
then the day of political redemption
drawetb Ma.
Queer Papers.
"There's hardly a subject," said an
editor. "that hasn't a paper devoted to
it. There is a hay fever paper, for
instance, full of cures and resorts for
the hay fever victim
"Take dancing Well, there are
thirteen papers, some of them illus-
trated. that treat of dancing alone.
"Take bees. There are some twen-
ty or thirty bee weeklies, one of
which has a circulation of 65,00.
"Take barbering. There are a 1107
en journal' that relate to nothing but
the Marcel wave, Oil box beard, the
latest patent strop and chair and
massage cream.
"So h goes. The shoemaker has
his paper, the bricklayer has his, the
blind man has his in.raieeel type the
convict has his, the stamp collector
has 'his.
"As soon as a new thing comes out
-automobiling. say—papers spring
up devoted to it. Even before a thing
has arrived it may establish its pa-
pers—as, for instance, the flying ma'-
chine, which hasn't arrived yet, and
already we have quite a half-dozen
papers devoted to eying."
Mr. George Powell. the whisky
drummer, has returned from Naha-
ville and Cinnafti. •
Mrs. C. E. Ross and children. of
Oklahoma City, have returned home
after visiting Mrs. J. T. Ross of this
city.
Miss Mamie Batter !eaves tomdr-
row morning for Nashville to spend
Thanksgiving with her sister, MIN
F Vr1 %tier. who in taltimding
college there.
sumo, eauneemmenuumummalussam:=======ansimaessziass
THE OLDEST CONTINUOUS H ONEST
PAWNBROKER
N DOING BUSINESS IN THE CITY. MONEY LOANED ON
ALL VALUABLES.
I. COHEN
106 BOUT H SECOND.
Free
hibition
OF FINE PICTURES AND
PICTURE 11OULDING
WE WILL TAKE PLEASURE IN SHOWING YOU EVILRYTHING
iff STOCK. Wit All RBADQUARTES FOR NEARLY
FOR NEARLY ZVIIRT OEMS AND STYLE OF FICTUINt
MOULDING MANUFACTUZZA AND OUR PATTERNS ARE Ntrr
THE ONES THAT BELONG TO BAROAIN SALES ALTHOUGH WI
ARE MAKING BARGAIN MIMS ON THICK OUR AMINDIRT-
MENT OF PICTURE MOULDING IS $O ZETZNIIIVII 111AT
YOU WILL NOT BE CONFINED TO A FEW PATTZRNS FMB
WHICH TO SELECT. THE DESIGNS ARE EXCLUSIVE, ANS
THE COLORINGS HARMONIZE PERFECTLY. WE WILL TANS
PLEASURE IN TELLING YOU WHICH SHADE OF MOULDING
WILL HARMONIZE BEST WITH YOUR PICTURES.
JUST RECEIVED, NEW AND ORIGINAL PICTURES IN
PASTELS, WATER COLORS AND BURNT ETCHINGS. BE Min
TO MAKE YOUR SELECTIONS, AS THERE IS ONLY ONE OF •
KIND.
THE PRICES OF OUR PICTURE MOULDINGS, NM
FRAMES, ANY STYLE AND COLOR RANGE FROM s CENTS PIS
FOOT UP TO 75 CENTS PER FOOT PICTURES FOR 25 CMOS
so CENTS 75 CENTS Slats $ilo AND UP
316 BROADWAY
_
Abram L. Well ec Co
FIRE INSURANCE
AccidentALIfe,ILlability, StearnrBoiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. Residence Phone 72e
Healthy Bath Rooms
• Good plambing means
good health and this com-
bined with modern tanners
fixtures helps to keep the doctor out
of your horse. illusidare Porcelain
Enameled plumbing fixtures make
healthy bath rooms, are saaitary and
have a beauty all their own
If you.iatend making bath room ini-
provernenta, let us show yon samples ot
this famous ware. We guarantee good
work, prompt service aacttattention no.
matter ham small or how 'arse your joie,.
E. D. FIANNAN.
Both Phones SOT St. 4th-
C. MANNING SEARS, M.I.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone, 377,
Paducah Steam
Dye Works
We have enlarged our business and
Ste, prepared to turn 'out more and
befter, grade work. Cleaning, Dying
an&,Ratfiering.
K. C. Rose, Prop.
329 South Third St.
to the Rester.
011.0E0. MASUNA
VETERINARY SURGEON AND
DENTIST.
Will trat acintifically with the lat-
est' improved intsraments and up to
date treatment all diseases of dtosea- --
Mated animals.
ALL CALLS PROMPTLY AT-
TENDED NIGHT AND DAY.
Offics Thompson Transfer Co.. Both
'phones 557.
Pc.idence Phone 2933.
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CEsoltaziTt& RAILROAD TIME TABLE
MAY 30, rsio6.
SOUTH BOUND
Cincinnati 
Laniardlel 
Owensboro ... 
Horse Branch 
 
2 :a8 p.m. 1208 IL111.
Central City 
 
3:30 p.m. I :o3 a.m.
Nortonvillc 
 4:08 P.m i :40 a.m.
Evaseville 
 
12:30 p.111. 440 P.m.
Nashville 
 
7:00 p.m
Hopkinsville 
 
9:45 P.m
Pr-goston 
 
4:55 P.m 2:27 a.m.
Paducah 
 
6:ro p.m. 340 a-01.
aducah 
 
6:15 p.m. 345 km
Fulton 
 
7:20 p.m 4:30 a.m.
G'bbs. Tenn. 
 
8:06 p.m. 5:51 a.m..
Rives 
 
8:13 1).111: 6:oit a.m.
Jackson 
 
7:15 a.m.
Memphis 
 
:1:10 p.m. 8:2o ass.
New Orleans 
 
io:35 a.m. 8:15 p.m.
No. sot No. 103
• 820 a.m. 6:00 p.m.
12 p.m. 9.40 9.111.
6:30 p.m
No. 121
7:30 Len
9E0 0.m
I I :05 &ED
13:30 psia
1:28 p.m
8:3o La
8:05 LID
11:30 &III
235 p.m
4:14 PAIL
rAo PAR
600
• •
•
WORTH BOUND N..'. No. 1o4
New Orleans 
 7:10 p.m. 9:15 asn.
Memphis 
 00.45 a.m. 8:30 pan.
Jackson, Tenn. 
 
8:07 a.m. 10:1to p.m.
Rives 
 
11 :58 p.m.
Fulton 
 
10:15 a.m. 13:35 a.m.
Paducah 
  
 
1120 a.m. 143 a.sis.
Paducah 
 
11:25 a.m. 1:48 a.m.
e Princeton 
 
12:39 pm. 303 a. EL
ihopkinsville 
 
6:Is p.m. 5:20 L.
c Nashville 
 
9:25 p.m. 8-xo a.m.
e Evansville 
 3:45 P.m 945 a-IL
e Nortenville 
 
1:28 p.m. 341 a.m.
Central City 
 
aos p.m. 4:30 La-
e Horse Hemel 
 3 :MS SAL 5:18 EEL
e Ow •0 micro 
 '4:55 P.m. Coo a.m.
e Louisville 
 1:35 P.m 7:50 LiE,
c Cincinnati .. 9:15 p.m. 1300 DOOM
No. 120
600 &JD
740 a-02
7:so ILE)
9:29 a.=
"35$—
n.m
Ptia
.4:55
4:SS Pm
*T. LOUTS DIVISION
NORTH BOUND No. 306
Paducah 
 1240 P.m
Carbondale 
 4:25 P.m.
a kali° 
 
6 3o a.m
St. Louis 
 
8:30 p.m.
SOUTH BOUND Ns. SRI
bads ••••••I
Chicago 
 
rWa
Cabondal 
Paducah 
4o a.m
3:35 Pm.
No. 374
420 Paa•
8:40 p.m.
6:3o a.m.
7:so a.m.
lio. gps
MP lost
SNP sea
7.0.5 a.m.
LI :oo a in.
IRO-NASHVILLE
NOR'! BOUND lot-tiot 135-835
Nashville 
 
 8:io a.m. 
 
HopkinsvLle 
 
11:30 a.m. A 40 a.cn.
Princeton 
 
2:35 p.m 7 45 am
Paducah t 
 
4:15 pm. p:as a.m.
Paducah 
 
615 p rn. 9:30 a.m.
Cairo 
 
745 p.m. 11:10 2.11L
St. Louis 
 
7:30 a.m. 4:30 Palk
Chicago 
 
6:30 a.m. 930 P.m.
•
•
SOUK% BOUND 123-8.12 136-436
Chicago 
 
6:20 p.m. 940 a.m.
St.l.oeis 
 9:40 P.m 1:so p.m
Cairo 
 
froo am. 5.55 p.m
Paducah 
 
 
 7:45 cm- 740 P.m-
Paducih  7:50 2.M. 3:110 p.m
Princeton 
 9:49 ill% 445 P.m
Hophinsville 
 6:to p.m
Nashville 
 9:03 P-121.
ins marked (4') run daily except Sunday. All other trams rut
Trains 103 and 104 carry through sleepers between Gemeinssit
his and New Orleans; trains TOT and ion Weepers between lAmeis-
emphis and New Orleans. Trains Sot and 822 sleepers between
Is and St. Louis. TM, Sot connects at East Cairo with Chit:arc
. For further Mformsticak address,
T. DONOVAN, agent, City Tle.ket Office, Paducah. Ky.
M. IPEATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Padtcah. KrW. HARLOW. D. P. A., Lo thtrille, Ky.
N A. SCOT!', A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn
. HATCH. G. P. A., Clideille, MIL
H. BRILL. D. P. A.. t. Lista mi.
AR W. WHITTEMORE
Prif•460:!'
REAL ESTATE AGEIVC7
REAL. ESTA4.1;;:.. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM ii SAP
Y PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND MUM an'
FREE TO EVER Y. SEND FOR IT.
w.DG oi It W. WISITTEMON.E. skimimnah.
4-aha+ohai•rmat+saia•i•Wilikaah..ne-Aiv-
j fCOULSON,
°PLUMBING111
team and Hot Water tleatimi,
one 133. 220 N. -third
411049349.41 344ft4r....-4-twitict‘esio4lec
I missionary feeling at Lienehovit. where
some property has been pillaged. The
American consul has asked the vice-
roy to enforce protection of the mis-
sionaries and their families.
That prayer rises highest that
comes from those who bend lowest in
services for others.
*se in the Register and get results
The man who never looks ahead)
with patience always evens up by
looking back with a good deal of pain
ACCEPTED THE
NEW RECRUITS
LIEUTENANT READ HERE
FROM MAIN OFFICE AT
EVANSVILLE.
Five Recruits accepted, some for In-
fantry, Others for Cost Artillery
and Some for Signal Corps.
Lieutenant William L. Read of the
United States army recruiting office
at Evansville, Ind., arrived here yes-
terday and accepted into the service
a number of recruits enlisted by Ser-
geant Blake at the branch bureau.
There were five of the recruits ad-
mitted, being Newton VrasIfier of
Princeton, Ky.; William B. Hicks of
Summerville, W. Va Earl H. Arnold
of Vernon, Ill.
Cook, Brasher and Chambliss are
enlisted for the coast artillery service
while Hicks goes in for the infantry
service. They will be forwarded to
Jefferson barracks at St. Louis.
Arnold will be sent to the fort at
Omaha, Neb, for service in the sig-
nal corps.
Lieutenant Read stated that his
Paducah branch is cum of the best
the contacts-as he secures more good
recruits here, for the size of the place
than any other small city within his
territory.
The lieutenant returned last evening
to his home in Evansville.
IOWAN ADVOCATES
AFRICA FOR NEGRO
- -
General Weaver Says All Men Are
Equal. but America Is for
Whites Alone.
Savannah. Fenn.. Nov. 27.—Iowa
state monument commission held im-
pressive Cerenionic• i dedication of
its ittiniument. ihe Shiloh National
pressive cerenionies in 'dedication of
Gov. Cummins. Col William B. Ilttlt
Gen. Weaver and other prominent
men.
Gen. Weatiu• took occasion to touch
on the race question. In part he sail
"I noticed a few days ago that Gov
Vardaman of Mississippi said, on the
dedication 'of Illinois monuments at
Vicksburg. that_ he did not believe
the Declaration of Independence when
it says that all men are created equal
Ile thinks there are inferior races
deny it.
"I observe that John Sharp %Vit.-
!Tams advise, people of the South to
import white labor This is most ex•
cellent advice. But it does not tow!,
the alarming situation that confronts
the Southern people realize that
the question is one of the overshad-
owing continuous questions of the
age. China is the government of the
Mongolian. This is the white Iran',
government and Africa the /slack
man's government bat all nations
were created equal America As not
the negroes' habitat. God never dom-
iciled two nations of men together.
When one nation invades another. yosa
have war. When the Mongolian it-
tempts to crowd in, there is trouble
They are excluded by law. The negro
does not belong here. He Wa4 brought
by crime pronipted by greed. Ho la
out of latitude and away from home
He can never reach natural and prop-
er development here. Africa is rich-
ly endowed with averything necessary
to the comfort and happine-. of /Tow
There he. can live in peace equality
and respectability. He car never do
so on this continent. Let the whole
negro race in this country set their
faces toward Africa and a black re-
LAD SUPPORTS BIG FAMILY
Officials Find 13-Year
-Old Boy Sup-
plying Food for Seven People.
Milwaukee. Wis.. Nov. 27.—Alfred
Klatt. aged 13 years. it was discovered
today, has been supporting his father
mother four brothers and sisters and
himself for nearly a year. His father
W.1- stricken hlisul and nearly deaf tit
an explosion in a .malting plant. The
case was discovered when a factory
inspector brought the boy into court
with his crployer. John Krueger.
wile; was Nned $25 and costs. The
boy was receiving $5.5o a aveek. He
will I* %frit to schoot and his parents
supported by the county authorities.
WHERE DID YOU BUY
YOUR PIANO?
Bakwit lo's
They Make Then
W. T. Miller;
Selected This
.•••••••••••••.....
He and His Brother Have a Large New Stock at
518 BROADWAY
E. P. BOURQUIN, TUNER.
1
Handsome Siilverware
TO ADORN YOUR TABLE. NEW PATTERNS AND DESIGNSIN SERVING SPOONS, FORKS, POONS, FISH KNIVES, DISH1131, ETC.
MIMING GIFTS
IffirlEali-Rx. ARE ALWAYS SURE TO PLEASE. YOU'LLMAKE NO MISTAKE IF YOU PURCHASE SOME OF OUR
NEW AND BEAUTIFUL SILVERWARE.
OUR GOODS ARE NEW—UP TO DATE—SOMETHINGTHAT WILL PLEASE—BEFORE YOU BUY CALL AND GET
PRICES AND COMPAIR GOODS VALUES.
J. Lo WANNER JEWELER &9 OPTICIAN
Guy Nance & Son
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS
White Ambulance for sick and injured only
Office and residence 213 South 3rd Street'
Phon?c• New 334. Old 699: Open Day and Night
Watches
Diamonds
WARRANTED JEWELRY
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS
IN STOCK.
Edison and Victor Phonegraphs
and a General Supply of music
on hand. If you want to buy,
It will pay you to call and see
1 our stock.
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building
OFFICE PHONE j84-a RESIDENCE PHONE les
INSURE
L. L. BEBOUT
l‘Fght Be Tr:ed in Padurab.
Chicago. Nov. v.—Mrs. Stillwell
brigadier and head of the Salvation
Army rescue work in. Chicago, and office
who has been engaged in slurn work
Iii this city for the past twenty years, 
COMPLICATED
WERE AILMENTS
MRS. MARY L. TYREE DIED
YESTERDAY A THOME ON
HUSBANDS STREET.
Funeral Services Be Held This Af-
ternoon—Mrs. James Carso
Passed Away of Pneumonia.
Yesterday afternoon at 4 o'clock
Mrs. Mary . .oiisabeth Tyree passed
away at her home 612 Husbands
Street, after a lingering illness with
ailments of a complicated nature.
The deceased was sixty- ne years
o( age and a most estimable Chris-
tian lady of many friends, who are
grieved over her loss. She was the
ife of Mr. H. Tyree, forman of the
furniture factory on South Third
street. Besides .her husband, she is
survived by a number of children,
who are: Robert, Estella, Ellie, Ruby,
Ara, Flora and Ira Tyree, Mrs. Etta
Sutherland, all of this city; Mrs. Sal-
lie Minter and Mr. Thomas Tree of
Benton, and Mr. Millie Allen of May
held.
This afternoon at 3 o'clock the
funeral services will be held at the
residence, with interment following
III Oak Grove cemetery
Died of Pneumonia.
Mrs James Carso passed away
yesterday afternoon at 5:30 o'clock,
after a ten days' illness with pneu-
monia. at he r home ;626 Ten-
nessee street.
She was thirty years of age and is
survived by her husband and rhild.
This morning at to o'cloac the
services will be held at the home.
and thc body then takt!n to Lowe',
Cross roads for interment
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + ++
-:•• ON THE PERMANENCY
OF MALE MAN +
+ + + + + + + + + + + +
lii thee militant timi - 7. st urb-
ance..when all the 'acre,: tutioni
are shaken by the assaults ot the mob
it it good to discover that man—mere
matt male nn—'s an unshakable
institution—at least so far as the oth-
er and better half of mankind is con-
cerned. 'Three hundred Brooklyn
schoolmarms lately consulted a witch
about their future. Schoolmarms are
natn.rally representative of educated
girlhood and womanhood. Being
self-supporting, they belong to the
feminine emancipation The' are as
free from bondage to hateful man as
it is possible to be. Consequently
when three hundred schoolmarms ex-
press a desire as to what kind of a
future they would like to have, that
desire must be pretty near being a
free and unprejudiced opinion Now
it turns out that by A big majority
these three hundred schoolmarms
want husbands We take it that no
man could wish for a higher compli-
ment Tt shows, as we said before
that man. as an institution, is sound
and permanent. Everything else is
crumbling. Church and state. poli-
tics, trusts, corporations, yellow jour-
nalism—everything is yielding more
or less under attack. But man as
an institution retains his full meas-
ure of dignity and worth in the eyes
of Ulnae to whom he must look for
hi. right and title to he. it is a
great • thing for man, in the midst of
such worrisome and unitive timet, to
he Almired and loved and longed for
by all the women folks.--Judge. •
SEEK AN END OF GAMBLING I
Owensboro Citizens Apply to Mayor
to Appoint Man as Chief Who
Will Run Them Out.
Osvensboro. Ky.. Nov. 27.--1 peti-
tion signed by practically all the
church members of the city ha: been
sent to the mayor requesting him to
appoint Night Chief C. T. Nicholas
chief of police on January 1, in
place of Acting Chief Meisanheime7.
The petition is the re•ult of the
raids on the gambltr. which have
been conducted under the supervis-
ion of Meholas, and the people be-
lieve .that with him in charge of the
police gambling could be wiped out.
The mayor, however. i not ex-
pected to comply with the request.
OPEN WAR ON sMISSIONARIES
Chinese Pillage Property and Amer-
ican Consul Asks Aid.
ling Kong. Nov. 27.--Advices from
Canton report a recrudescence of anti- has several ideas as to the best ways
to rid Chicago f its " d " •
tricts. In an address in the Fourth
Presbyterian church she suggested ii 
"kodak squad." 1111Wr".' (Incorporated.)
•aWe- mitst use extraordinary means
Look out for our Holliday
goods. Attractive Prices and a
present for everybody.
WARREN & WARREN 417 Broadway
General Insurance Agency
306 Broadway Phones:Office 385
--Residence 1696
a uca rans er company
to meet ettraordinary conditions," GENERAL_ Al.ce_
said Ws. Stillwell. "F think one of
the most expedient ways of putting
notorious places out of commission SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FEEIGHT, MACHIN.
would be the free use of a kodak to inty AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
take pictures of people found fre-
qitenting such places." OFFICS SECOND AND 110h ROE. BOTH PHONES.
mjhsrribe fo:: the Eeri.ttr. P. D. FITZPATRICK. SUPT
*
•
LANGSTAMORM MANUFACTURING CO PANY r i
4
•
Flooring, Ceiling,
Siding
Finish ,
Lath
-ellow
Pine
R
 Sash, Doors,M
 Ash B Maple E
 Oak Blinds,GumPoplar Beech Wgrtut Elm Interior
Finish
GUM, BEECH itlib OAK FLORING, END MATCHED BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED.
Bath Phones 26! We Are Makinaery Low Prices on House Bills.
Lovers of the ;:!CORNICE AND BRICK FALL
Beautiful WITH A LOUD CRASH
Snould Have a
KODAK
1 to $50
THE NICEST XMAS PRESENT
GENTLEMAN, LADY
SOY GIRL.
•
WKIERSONS
DRUG STORE
Eastman Agent for Eastman
RIVER. NEWS
Cairo, 36.2, rising.
anittatiooga, 8.6, falling.
Cincinnati, 263, falling
F.vansville. 30.0. falling.
Florence, 14.13,
Johnsonville, 24.7, rising.
fonieoille, 9.7, falling.
/ft Carmel, 12.6, falling
• 'Nashville, 12.4, falling.
Pittsburg, 4.3. falling.
Davie Tsland Dam—Missing.
Louts oo, falling
Kt. Vernon, 29.2, falling.
Paducah, 32.11, using
Ruroside, 4.4. falling.
C.arthaw. falUng
The steamer City of Saltillo passed
twat of the Tennessee river yesterday
and gets to St. Louis tomorrow. She
leaves there Friday on her return this
wey.
Th's afternoon the steamer City of
Memphis goes out to the Tennessee
river in place of the Clyde. which
lays up for repairs too be given her in
a general way The Memphis confin-
er; in the other' oboe until the Clyde
is Wilted wide
The steamer Dick Fowler skips out
fier Cairo this morning at 8 o'clock
aw comes hack tonight about tt
The Joe Fowler comes in today
Evansville and at once gets out
an tier return that way. 
•
Yesterday ale boat to Evansville
edits the John S. Hopkins, whicli
gimes back tomorrow.
.The Dudley gets In from Clarks-
ville today and skips out at once for
itashville.
The Kentucky comes out of the
Tennessee river tomorrow night and
its her? until Saturday afternoor. be-
fore !kipping out on her return that
stay.
The Georgia Lee leaves Cincinnati
Wetly and gets here Saturday en-
mete down to Memphis.
Candies Always Fresn and Delic-
ious, our own make, a Hawkin's
Cafe. it7 Broadway.
An Elegant 6 o'clock Dinner, at
llawkin's Cafe Thanksgiving.
•
OUR
PURE GUM
SEAMLESS
HOT WATER BOTTLES
AND
FOUNTAIN SYRINGES
ARE GUARANTEED TO
STAND THE TEST OF
TIME. THEY ARE SOFT
AND PLIABLE AND
STRONG AND HAVE NO
SEAMS TO COME UN-
GLUED QUALITY AND
DURABILITY CONSID-
ERED. OUR RUBBER
GOODS ARE THE CHEAP-
EST IN TOWN. WE HAVE
THE BIGGEST LINK.
R. W. W ILKER CO.
DRUGGISTS.
Fifth and 'roadway.
-- Bath rhQuas
THE MORT,' st BETWEEN TH
KOLB BLILDING HAD NO
AND PULLED APART WHE
TERRA COTTA CORNICE W
—LOSS WILL NOT AMOUN
OR TWO WILL BE LOST I
PORTION OF THE HANDSO
I: NEWLY LAID BRICK AT THE
T HARDENED SUFFICIENTLY
N THE HEAVY PIECES OF
ERE PLACED ON THE WALL
T TO hoo, WHILE ONLY A DAY
N REPLACING THE COLLAPSED
ME NEW STRUCTURE.
W5th a loud crash about two tons of
cornice and brick-work fell yesterday
afternoon shortly before 2 o'clock
frorn the third story of Kolb Bros.
neii wholesale drug building on North
Third street near Broadway Fortun-
ately no one happened to be under-
neath the falling mass, or they would
have been crushed to death. The
material fell from the front of build-
ing's third story, but everything will
be back in proper condition by to-
mortpw evening. The loss is only
about Oxio, accrding to Architect 0.
D. Schmidtt. who drew the plans for
the structure and is supervising the
constructive work.
Contractor Charles Smedley's
masons had finished laying the brick
yesterday morning started placing
that work Monday afternoon late, and
yesterday wooing started to placng
the terra cotta carmice which projects
out about two feet over the front wall
The cornice was in twelve sections
each piece weighing about 200 pounds
Ten sections bad been placed, while
she other two were being worked
with. The mortor oith which the
brick were laid had no- hardened
when the 'heavy c AM.., was
placed the weight caused the
brick to pill out of position and all
fell with do nderous crash 'to the side-
walk many feet below Only about
two feet of the brick at the top and
all viay ao 3ss the front, gave away
The public. •ion in an afternoon paper
# + + + + + o + o + + i• o •:- -:- +
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Mrs Pat Quinlan. of Terre Haute.
Ind.. is visiting her mother. Mrs
Thomas Settle of North Fifth street
MN- 0. 5 Keith was here yester-
day n rout South, looking ovr local
conditions. He is general superin-
tendent of transportation for the I
C.
Messrs Harry Lloyd and Walter
Wilkins have returned from a hunt-
ing trip tip the Cumbeeland river,
tagging 14 geese. 37 ducks and 117
quail.
Mrs. Samuel Bennett of Fulton. is
visiting Mrs. J. M Walton of West
Jefferson.
Misses Rella ond Fannie Coleman
have returned from visiting in Prince
ton, 'Ky.
Mr. Joseph Standfiold and wife go
to Central City today to spend
Thanksgiving with Mrs. F. F Mc-
Gary.
Manager W. Smith of the Mechan-
icsburg backet factory. accompaified
by his wife went to N..w York yes-
terday.
Miss Marjorie Bagby tockiy goes
to Cairo to attend a Thankswving
dance.
Miss Jane Skeffington. of Dyers-
burg, Tenn . will arrive today to
visit Mrs. George Flournoy.
Conductok Charles Blaney and wife
nave gone to St. Lodi; to spend
Thanksgiving with the formr's
brothr, Conductor Barney Blaney.
The forfleser's passenger run from
here to Clarksville is being looked af-
ter by Conductor Youn!oir during Mr
Blancy's absence.
Mr. Cade Davis has ooce to Smith-
land to spend Thanksgivoig with his
'parents.
I Miss Maggie Hallery, of Coiro. is
visiting Miss Marjorie Bagby.
Mr. Monroe Nance is here from
Ili.: East, visiting his father. Mr. M.
Nance of West Broadway.
Miss Hattie Settle left this morning
for Oklahoma City, remain until the
first of the year, when she then goes
to Texas to locate.
Miss Lena Ifenneberger, the trained
nurse, yesterday went tb Eddy-vile to
nurse 2 pitielt
Crritrpr7,or Pat Halloran, of thei
Katterjoho quarrie. at Cc.lar Bluff, is'
in the city.
Miss Mabel Russell. of North Four
tcenth is visiting in Forlington,
*a neat 5 ed.* Mt" 111
numb% tefellialwallig „who _
that a large portion of the front wall
collapsed is erroneous, as is the pub-
lication that the damage done was
about St000 Only the two feet are
gone. and the loss from broken cor-
nice, brick, etc ahd expense of re-
building that portion, will not be over
Sono, and require only about two days
time.
Work of repanring be started
early this morning, and as it would
take too long to wait for more terra
cotta that has to be ordered from the
dioant factory, the new cornice will
be tormed of pressed brick.
It was exceedingly fortunate that no
one was hurt, as only a short while
before some of the men were stand-
ing on the outer edge of the project-
ing corn:ee that high up in the air
overhung the pavement below. *here
death would have resulted if they had
'happened to -be in that dangerous
oosition when the crash came
While the work has been going on
above, the sidewalk below has boo
railed off to presi•nt anyone from
passing while operations were in
pr-grcs, This kept any passersby
from being caught by the falling
debris.
Thisocaideno is one liable to occur
at any new buildin, when a heavy
weight is placed on newly laid brick
The terra cotta is fastened together
with rods, therefore when one section
began falling its weight pulled the
balance over
ONE CITY WEit
RUN FOR GAIN--
(Continued from Page One )
the. has never been taken. The
municipality is operated on strictly
business principles, and there has
never been a hint of diehonesty on
the part of public officials. There is
no such consideration as municipal
politics in Monroe. The people vote
stood that the offender, by his own
action, has severed his connection
at the city primaries merely to carry
out the form and be in line with
the parish and state governments
Another unique feature of the city
is its high liquor license. Before
Mayor Forsythe was elected, the
dramshop license was Stoo a year
but three months after he was elect-
ed he had it increased to $5/30 and
later to $t.125. The law compelled
most of the saloons to go out of busi-
ness.
Monroe is the ccoluty scat i/i
Ouschita parish, Louisiana, and is
thirty-one miles south of the Arkan-
sas line and fifty-five miles west of
the Mississippi river. It is 150 miles
north of Baton Rouge, the state cap-
ital, and 215 miles, as the crow flies,
northwest of New Orleans4 Two
railway lines and thc Ouachita river
Figure in the commerce of the place.
The government census of goo° gays
Monroe a population of 5.42ff, but
these figures have been materially
increased.
+ + + + + + + + + + + + • + +
POPULAR WANTS. •
s • • • • • • • • • • • + * •
WANTED — Experienced book-
keeper Address Box 17
FOR SALE—Horse, buggy and
harness, and one stake wagon, very
cheap. Telephone 433
FOR RENT: Suite of rooms, Em-
pire flats. Apply to L S. DuBois. •
LOST—Liver colored setter, an-
swers to name "Bob" any informa-
tion concerning his whereabouts will
be liberally rewarded. 'Phone 2300 or
call at 408 Washington street
FOR RENT: Eight room house,
West End. All modern improvements.
Apply to I- S DuBois.
FOR RENT--Elegant flats, Sev-
enth and Broadway Apply to B H.
SCOTT.
FOR engraved cards, give your
I :hristrnas order to Paducah Printingnd Book-Binding Co Phone oso
Rupert Accountant.
' Will post, examine, systematize and
audit books by the day. week, or the
job. Terms Reasonable
JOHN D SMITH. Jr tt8 Fratern
ity building
WANTED FOR U. I ARMY—
I Able-bodied unmarried men betwetea
ages of at and 35; citizens of Uaitad
States, of good character an tempo-
, rate habits, who can speak, read and
I write English For information ap-
tly to Eternities Officer, New Sick-
ened House. 1Psduitak [7.
ES\ 
POSSESSION OF
GOODS GIVEN
(Continued From First Page.)
Potter for $550 property on West
Kentucky avenue near the city limits
Alpha Bearden bought from T. B
Bearden for $550 property on the
Friendship and Hendron rood in the
county.
Nathan W Eades sold to Quincy
P. Wallace for Sion property at
Twelfth and Jackson streets.
Andrew P Hamburg transferred
two pieces of property on Harahan
boulevard to Clarence A. Landrarn
one for $1.o00 and the other for $832
J W. Rogers bought from E. D
Thurman for Sato property in Thor-
man's addition
Andrew P Hurnburg sold to D. W
Fooirs for $3oo property on Harahan
boulevard
Licensed to Wed.
D B Williams, aged 23 and Maud
Ivy, aged 21 of Mayfield, have been
granted a license to marry
Dividends Declared,
Referee Flagby of the bankrupt
court, yesterday declared dividends
for benefit of the creditors of the fol-
lowing bankrupts: C F. Atwood, W
N. Smyth and Bogard Wins, an or
Marshall county. There is about $top'
to he distributed in every case
An Elegant Lunch, at Hawkins
Cafe Thanksgiving.
IMM4 
—.111 e finance committee of thecity
legislative boards /-eets Friday after-
noon at the office of City Auditor
Alexander Kirkland to check over the
bills and payrolls to be allowed next
week by the full board- during their
regul r session.
TWIN BRAND-- OUR OWN MAKE
438 South Secoed (
YOUR. THANKSGIVING
TURKEY FREE!
IF YOU BUY YOUR SUITS. OVERCOATS, SHOES. HATS,
ETC. FROM
THE MODEL
Because he money you save ou your purchases ,will enable You tobuy your turkey and other good things to eat, which will be the
same as if you had received your turkey free. In addition we give
you FREE TRADING STAMPS, which entitles you to a FREE
FREE DINNER SET of Elegant Princess Chinaware.
We have had a big rush all this week on heavy winter Owareosate,
lofts. aloes Rubbers and Boo ts. but we were prepared to meet
every demand, sod our immense reserve stock makes es etill ready
So meet all further demands.
Win's Suits $3 to $t5-
111 en's Overcoats 11:411 to lilt
Cravenette 'almost. 17.9o, Sm. ere.
We has, the best line of HIGH AND MEDIUM TOP WTNTER
SHOES of any house in Paducah.
THE MODEL
112 SOUTH SLCOND STIUCET
#11272.1-
Boot Sale Extra-Ordinary
SELDOM DO YOT HEAL Or SUCH VALUES
AND NEVER BEFORE IN PADUCAH
SELDOM DO YOU HEAR OF SUCH VALUES AND NEVER
BEFORE IN PADUCAH.
Thousands of the prettiest, daintiest and best books published oil
be on male. These books are just the thing for Cbrigemos esemoo_.
brances, they 'laden the heart and please the hooey.
We are offering the six Wiest selling books in the MAW
States at pc each but you can get them only at our stare.
SALE BEGINS MONDAY, NON. 26
D. E. WILSON la Book alb Musk Mcask
AT ikti) Li )1:)AILTIVIT STORY
Subscribe For The legistertl
FOR THE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET
PHONE 254
GENUINE CO A LLEALPITTSBURGTRADEWATER
West Kentucky Coal Co.
0- ens.
Office and Elevator 2n4 & Ohio
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LMAN, UNDAUNTED BY YOUNG FELLOW
THREATS, DELIVERS LECTURE, OF GOOD FAMILY
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 "0
U CAN'T GAG ME," WERE 0
LMOST FIRST WORDS (:)
HE UTTERED
UEAT CROWD AT DEPOT
0 GREET SOUTHERNER
REQUF.NTLY INTERRUPTED
HE RETORTS SHARPLY TO
QUESTIONS.
Mayor Dunne Comes in for Scath-
ing Criticises for Refusing to
Amide at Meeting.
ea
I 0
Chicago. Nov. all —Senator Ben-
jamin R. Tillman was cheered
jostleS and almost swept from his
feet at the Union Depot yesterday
afternoon as he left a Ctiicago, St
Paul & Milwaukee train guarded by
armed policemen.
"You can't gag me!" was almost his
brst exclamation on reaching the city
70 great was the crush that the
police for a time could not control
the crowd that ssurged through the
gates and finally crowded Tillman and
members of the reception committee
against the side of the car
The police, led by Assistant Chief
of police Schuettler, finally formed a
wedge and escorted the South Caro-
linian to a waiting automobile.
Scores of negroes were seen in the
crowd, but no hostile demonstration
was made
in the automobile war a phono-
graph As Senator Tinman entered
the tune of "Dixie" was started. The
crowd hesitated a moment and then
raised a cheer and the car steamedi Russia
away.
The Tillman train arrived at t 3
o'clock In the antomobile of C. A
Coey were Pease Mcfsrady, Mrs
Benjamln Shaffner author of "Su-
seasse." Mrs A. J. Keeler and Mrs
Pierce.
Mrs. Warren Springer heeded the
reception committee that went to the
car to greet the lecturer.
At the Hall.
The appearance of the senator was
the signal for great applause. Men
and women stood up and waved their
b sedkerchiefs
'Three cheers for Tillman," was the
cry. They were given with w11
Former judge Miles Macon, who had
been selected to preside in the eh-
*ewe of the mayor, arose and in a
few words introduced Mr Tillman
The tatter arose and the cheering
broke forth once more, and this time
minutes passed before it died away.
"There are a few things I want to
say before I get down to basin's',"
began Mr. Tillman, sad there was a
of laughter, 'Imagine my sato,-
ishrneet when I heard there was °b-
led-boll Ilet elip corning."
There IMO biting sarcasm in the
tone and the men and women laughed
q gain "Imagist what in thoughts
must have been when I learned that
these distingadaheri citizens of the
south objected to my speaking
Mayor Dunne Is Lashed.
"And can you conceive of a United
States senator being snubbed by a
mayor?" he queried -
"Yoo're all right." eagie the cry
 of
some
"Don't be insulting." yelled Othees
"Will you pardon me if I say
have not the honor of the acquant-
*nee of the mayor of Chicago. I have
never met him, never written to him.
*ewer asked to see him. Then where
does the snub come in?" This caused
another hiugh. "'If anybody has been
snubbed it if fhese ladies who asked
this creature of a political how to
preside at this meeting. What honor
could this man confer upon me by
presiding at this meeting?'
"None." shrieked the auaience.
Black Race Condemned.
In his speech last night Tillman said
e people of the North did not under-
nd, therefore could not appreciate
till meaning of the negro problem
t!ie South.
Those who write about it, he said
"smart Meeks.", He condemned
entire colored population almost
ut exception a. being "by nature
and thieves."
e have gone the limit in the
th." he declared. "If we could
e gone further, we would have de-
ed the negro of Ms rote. Whet,
day corms. there will be trouble,
we espect a and are prepared
?ft:EDICTS P.../CZ
Me senator predicted the
bloodiest race war the world 0
O has ever known within twenty 0 BRANTLEY BOLTON
O years. 0
O He adatareasid the repeal of 0
O the fourteenth amstidinent and 0
O condemned Booker T. Wash- 0
O ington as a teacher of revolu- 0
O tionary doctrines among the 0
O younger metro's, to whom 0
O be whispers that they are the 0
O equal of the white man. 0
O 0 Hattie Owens, Colored, Stole Fine
O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Hat From Clark Millinery House,
and Was Caught.
• HARRY COHEN GOT HERE
o STRANDED AND SOUGHT
O ASSIS LANCE.
0
PAID OFF CHECK
COM.PLAINTS MADE OF BOYS
BREAKING VALUABLE
SEWER PIPE.
For it.
"The nigger shall no banger rule
the South; of that we are confident
and for that we are ready to fight
Threatens the Shotgun.
Yesterday at noon a young fellow
named Harry Cohen drifted into
police headquarter* and weight as-
"We will resort to the shotgun sistance, claiming to have run away
which is the best instrument I have from home two months since and has
ever seen to make a nigger stay in the been traveling around over the coma-
road. The situation is grave and calls try, -bumming" his way. The lad is
for wisdom and all manner of states- only about fifteen years of age and
manship. If we had our say, a nigger' his home is in Louisville.
would never vote. 1 While he has been out on the road
"I believe that God made thc white he has been working and begging his
man out of clay different from that way and yesterday applied to head-
the nigger was made from quarters for something to eat and
"In West Virginia the wealthy mine wear.
holders have imported enough colored The boss father is P. Cohen, who
men to give a Republican majority is in business at aat East Market
while in Deleware Addicks has done street, Louisville, and to whom a tee- down to the river. During Inc Con-
the same. gram was sent yesterday by Chief; ference the Paducah officials in-
"In Chicago the Republicans needed Collins, asking that a ticket be sent
the negro vote to elect their whole for the lad. Showy afterwards the
ticket, so a nigger was slated for father rang the up over the long dis-
office, elected, and then they counted lance telephone, but the connections
him out. being bad, the parent said he would When MT Alvord drew the plans
'In South Carolina the Republicans ring later on. As yet though no more for the' district No. a that is now
are rotten. Those who go to national word has been received from him being laid he roughly sketched off
conventions when there Is a fight The lad is a very bright young drawings for No 3, so it could be
come back well heeled with money, follow and seems to have gotten tired handy when the authorities definitely
while postoffice positions are sold and of his trip on the road. The boy isi dec4ed upon the third territory sew-the state is as bad as a province in yet being cared for at the city hall. R 9 LEA erase. The original drawings for No I .
3 provided that in- the different hol-i
Imes of the district there be an "over-1
flow" outlet. from which the storm
1
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MAINS WILL COST "GENERAL MANAGER"
$240,000 ALONE OF AGED BLIND COUPLE
JOHN JEFFERIES SAID HIS BUSINESS WAS TO ACCOMPANY
CITY OFFICIALS DIRECTED AROUND OVF.R THE COUNTPY His BY ThrD FATHER ANC,
ENGINEER ALVORD TO GET
UP DIRAIN1NGS.
STORM WATE1 ROWS
INTO INIADSNAW CREEK
THIS NEW DISTRICT IS AS
LARGE AS ALL OTHER
SEWERAGE TERRITORIES.
Etagineer Matted Proceeded on to His
Home, but Will Send His Men
Here hi Two Weeks.
Yesterday morning Mr. Alvord, the
expert civil engineer of Chicago, ar-
rived here from the South where be
has been on business, and held a con-
ference with the board of public
works. City Engineer L. A. Wash-
ington. .owl the ioint sewerage com-
mittee of the legislative boards, re-
garding getting up the plans and speci-
fications for sewerage district No. a
that will include all that portion of
the city from Thirteenth street on
THREE1 clanNERS, SOLICITING ALMS FROM THE I- U
1.1C—SON PAID HIS BOARD BILL TO MR. MEACHAM, BUT
OVERLOOKED PUTTING UP FOR /ME VENERABLE AND
UNFORTUNATE COUPLE.
Many people oi this age have en-
gaged in many peculiar and "progres-
stye" kinds of business, but about the
limit was reached on .the discovery
made yesterday that a young fellow
named John Jefferies was "general
nanager" of his bhnd father and
mother, who are familiar figures up-
on the public streets, solicitink alms
from the community. The police de-
partment has run across about every-
thing in the odd, extraordinary and
extreme line, but this was the best—
being general manager of parents
who are blind and being conducted
upon an "alma-soliciting tour" over
the country.
The unfortunate parents arc the
two who are seen so often upon the
public corners, the man playing his
violon and singing with a strong,
deep voice, while the poor wife sits
won her stool at his side, with a lit-
tle tin cup into which the sympa-
the East, the city limits in West End thetic public drops the coins. It
on the West. Tennessee street on the, seems the couple, together with their
South, and to Rowlandtown beyond son.John Jeffries, has been stopping
Trimble street on the North, then at the boarding house of Mr C. W.
Meacham of Fourth and Adams
streets. The blind rAn's party has
been here for the put two weeks,
and yesterday they decided to go
into Illinois confnaing ther trip.
It seems the son paid his board
bill at the 'Meacham place, but
"forgot" to liquidate the money due
for feeding his blind parents. Mr.
Meacham cape down to police
headquarters and got out a warrant,
charging young Jeffries with attempt-
ing to defraud him out of the board
money due for the aged couple. The
document was put in the hands of
Officers Johnson and Cross who hur-
ried to the ferryboat Bettie Owes
where they found Jeffries and the
aged pair Jeffries was told what
was wanted with him, and he immed-
iately put op his gold watch, to guar-
antee that he would pay the board
for the atm and woman when they
returned here. He was then releas-
ed and the ticker taken so police
headquarters where it will be kept
until they get back, an I if he them
pays the bill, the will be re-
terned and warrant
While the officers were thlking to
him on the boat, they asked him what
business he was engaged in, and he s
replied that he was the "'antral
Manager" for his aged and blind par-
ents on their alms-soliciting tours
over thecountry.
Jefferies is a big, strapping young
fellow, and the officers informed him
he should be out making an honor-
able living for the aged people, and
not living off the funds gotten
through charity of the public
A number of people were around
when Jefferies stated what his busi-
ness was, and•their criticisms of him
were severe and sharp, all expressing
themselves as thinking it a pity and
shame the aged couple could not be
cared for better .
'Republicanism means negro equal-i Money and Check Lost.
,y while the democratic party means The police were yesterday notified
!hitt man supreme That is why we that a package containing $141 and a
ioutherners are all democratic check for $36 had been lost on
"We admit that the low white men Broadway. As yet no one has heard
of the South do marry negro women
but I am unable to trace a parentage
of a single white woman and negro
man "
How to Remedy Conditions.
The speaker then discussed the acts
of brutality charged against the
Southern negroes and concluded
1 advocate a passport and police
system so we may keep track of
these animals. They are like wild
beasts and attack helpless women,
commit an act of violence and then
flee.
"Lynch law is all we have left. I
do not believe in slavery, and could
1, with a stroke of a pen, get back
the slaves taken from my mother's
farm I would not do it."
The crowd that heard Senator Till-
man seemed to be in accord with most
of what he said, radical as were some
of his utterances. Women were
prominent in the audience that he
faced and these appeared to be his
most enthusiastic admirers.
In the fear that the members of the
race whom Senator Tillman attacked
might offer him violence while he was
in the city, be was guarded by police-
men from the moment he stepped off valuable mains on Tennessee between
s train yesterday morning. Bine- Elevnth and Twelfth streets, and re-
were stationed around IC..5 apart- port of it was made to headquarters
ments at the Great Northern Hotel The officers are anxious to catch some
during the day and were out in full
forte at Orchestra Hall last night
In addition to the men in uniform
the senator was accorded the protec-
tion of detectives. They dogged his
footsteps, ready to prevent his being
attacked or injured by anydne who
objected to his views on the race
question. Assistant Chief of Police
Fechuettler was in charge of the Till-
body guard.
The preckutions taken by the police
t.. safeguard the South Carolina lead-
vr seemed to be needless. While
tfere were many negroes in every
crowd through which tht senator
passed they made no hostile demon-
stration. They seemed to he more
curious than spiteful.
of it being found. The check was
endorsed by Levi Bement and Walter
Purchase, suid made payable to
I Mariah Allcock.
.....-
1 Settled the Matter.Detective Wm returned . Baker  yes-
terday morning from Owensboro
1 where be went after Brantley Bolton
but the young/ man was not brought
back, on paying off the account
against him. Bolton when here sev-
eral weeks ago it is alleged. got Mr
Charles Reed of The Palmer to cash
a $48 cheek drawn upon the Hender-
son National bank The bank re-
turned the check here with the twee-t
I tion that Bolton had no funds there
Detective Baker went over to bring
the voting man back. if het did not
pay off the check and other expenses
lie did this and was left there
Sunday School Training.
La•tnight the Sunday school teach-
ers of the First Presbyterian church
and Christian church, were addressed
by Rector David -Wright and others
upon the training SchoeS1 to be started
the first of next year, and deep in-
terest is being manifested, indicating
that the class of instruction' will start
off with a very large and enthusiastic
membership
m••••••■••
Breaking Sewer Pipes.
Captain Frank Harlan yesterday in-
structed the police to keep a lookout
for boys who have been breaking
some of the piping usd in construct-
ing the new sanitary and storm sewers
over the city. Yesterday some lads
smashed a number of sections of
of the boys in order to make object
lessons of them
Stole Arse Hat.
Yesterday morning Hallie Owens
colored, went into the millinery estab-
lishment of Mrs Cora Williams
Clark on the second floor of Ogilvie'
store, and looked at some headgear
as a prospective customer. She de-
parted without buying, and in a few
moment it was discovered one of the
hats was gone. Officers Rogers and
Hessian arrested her at her home
in the 'North end of town and found
the hat, which was returned to the
owner. The woman was then locked
up for a charge of petty larceny.
structed Mr. Alvord to proceed with
work of drafting the plans so the
third district can be started by next
spring
GOODWIN TO TELL •
ABOUT $1152,ocia GAMIC
.........
New York, Nov. 28.—Nat Wood-
win the actor who was reported to
have won $62,000 recently at faro and
in cutting cards with a Lcuisville mil-
lionaire, has been asked to call it
jerome's office. The district attorney
Wants to know where this game
took place. The summoning of Mr.
Goodwin has added to the scare of
ambling propristm , 
''fl...............A.4,L
water could run into the creeks.
such lomat amount getilni. the en-
derged Wno that it coda not be
carried off properly and fast enough
theeugh the majp sanitary outlet
which will empty into the river down
below the Illinois Central railroad
incline at foot of Campbell street
Mr Washington if opposed to these
hollow outlets, taking the position that
the suburban and residence portions
of the city are buildipg up so fast that
it will be only a matter of a few years
until allothese hollows are-filled with
dirt and brought up to a common
level with the balance of the sur-
rounding ground. This filling would
cover no these outlets, so yesterday
Mr. Alvord was instructed to provide
for only one hollow outlet pipe, that
to be the one which will empty into
Bradshaw creek on Broadway just be-
yond Fountain avenue this does
away -with about four that were pro-
vided for in the roughly sketched
drawings.
This No. .1 district will he improved
as Nee a. there being storm and sani-
tary iinvers combined, and Me. Al-
vord, Oefore departing last evening at
6 o'clbek for his home in Chicago,
announced that he would have here
in about ten days or two weeks his
surveyors and others. who. will get
the grade of every foot of grottpd to
be in No. 3, andathen go back to
Chicago where they complete the
specifications and plans. It will be
sometime in Tanuarv or February be-
fore this preliminary work i+ donc
and the contracts will then be let in
time far work to be commenced when
sprinitopen s
The plans for No. 3 provide for an
exnenOure of about $240.00o. far
mains 'Alone, to which will be added
fifty per cent of this stmi for the
laterals. These drawings will pro-
vide for most of the storm water to
be flowed into Bradshaw creek and
Cross creek. Island Creek and into the
Tennelbee river. Some of the storm
water lt1 work threatgh smaller pipes
to the iver on the North side of
to -ii
Mr. Ivord yesterday submitted one
set of 1ans providing that huge mains
running to the river North of Trim-
ble strict to carry off everything, but
the cost of this would be something
like $400,000.
OF DOUBLE KILLING CHARGE
•
•
JURY AT MAYFIELD ,RETURN ED A VERDICT TO THIS
MCI' AND MONDAY LIBERTY WAS GIVEN TO ICCLAIN.
—OFFICER HURLEY YESTERDAY THOUGHT HE HAD
CAUGHT LOUIS HICKS, COLORED, FOR WHOM A Sao ICS
WARD IS OFFERED, BEING CHARGED WITH MURDERING
ED WATERS AT NEW MADR ID, MO. LAST FEBRUARY
Monday in the circuit court at May
field the jury handed in a verdict ac
quitting Walter McClain, the young
61110W who was arrested here some
mouths ago and taken back to an-
swer the charge of killing his broth-
er. Berthol McClain, and also John
Canter Young McClain is well
known in this thy, where he was
stopping at the home of relatives on
North Twelfth ?tree when arrested.
On Sunday. March isth, Koos, Wal-
ter 'McClain, his brother Berthol and
John Canter, were at the crossroad'
store in Lynnville, cut from May-
field. It seems ' that considerable
drinking was being done, and while
frolicking oround Walter McClain
and John Canter got into a quarrel
Berthol McClain walked up to separ-
ate the two and take Walter Mc-
Clain home, when the latter pulled
his revolver and hellion. firing pro-
miscuously. When the smoke clear-
ed away Canter and Berthol Mc-
Clain lay upon the ground with fatal
injuries received from the bullets.
Walter McClain skipped out and
was gone for about twelve months,
traveling through the West and
North. Finally he came to this city
and went to the home of relatives
The stationmen of the Tenth and
Jones streets fire station have them-
selves finithed their work of laying
contrete paventents in Ole station
yard which is greatly improved by
the work. ger,' A-1
SPECIAL PRISON TRAIN FULL
OF CRIMINALS STARTS SOUTH
on North Twelfth, where he was lo-
cated by the Mayfield offcers who
came here last spring, arrested him
and took him to that city where he
has been under charge of murder
ever since. but now goes clear on
trial. It took several days to try
the matter. able lawyers being lined
up on bothssides. and battled every
inch of ground.
Washington. Nov 28.—A train
eractically unique in the annals of
railroading left Washington at 245
o'clock this afternoon for Atlanta. It
'vas a special Nilson train of five or-
dinary day coaches over the South-
ern railway, the passengers being
eighty-seven/Federal prisoners from
various state penitentiaries in the
Eastern state, and forty-seven
guard'
The train will arrive ;n Atlanta to.
morrow about noon, and the convicts
will be transferred to the United
States penal Institution there, which
is cently was thrown open to Federal
prisoner' from all parts of the coun-
try.
Lhet sight and this morning the
plisroners were assemblei here tinder
the guard of United States marshals
Not The Right Man.
Officer Aaron Harley yesterday
tnought he had captnred Louis Hicks
colored, who is wanted for murder-
ing Ed Waters at New Madrid, Mo.,
last February roth, but the suspect
proved to be the wrong man. The
patrolman found a negro named Gus
Green at Ward's saloon on Eleventh
ands Caldwell streets, and arrested
him, the darks- answering most of
the description sent here for the real
murderer areen was taken to po-
lice headquarters where 't was dis-
covered he was not the right man,
and was released. He is from John-
sonville, Tenn, but has been running
on the steamers Dick Fowler and
Clyde for some months
There is a $ap reward for Welts
who killed -Waters.
and deputies Fifteen of the con-
victs came from Pittsburg, ten from
Auburn, N. Y., twenty-four from
New York City, six from Northern
New York, eight from Boston, nine
from Trenton, N. J., eight from
Philadelphia and seven from Balti-
more.
On the train they were handcuffed
in couples, each pair being allotted
four seats, so that they might make
the long trip of 6411 miles In com-
fort, and be able to obtain some sleep.
The prisoners ranged in age Irani
nineteen to seventy-five years. 
Arrangementswere made to give
the gnards and prisonrs supper at
I ynchburg, Va.. and breakfast tomor-
row at Central, S. C.
The official tender nethe city clocks%
should get busy hlor four lights now
the *lock in the city hall ,tower has
been invisible accowat of the
electric lights not burnmger
•••• A
'Thin•
4.
..11•10111.
swesesseenneessone. •••
LANGSTAFF-OKM MANUFACTURING CO PANY
Flooring, Ceiling,
Siding
Finish
Lath
Pine
R1.1
 Gum M
 Ash B Maple E
 Oak 
Sash, Doon,
Blinds,Poplar Beech Walnut Elm Interiisr
Finish
GUM, BEECH AN!) OAK FLOORING, END MATCHED BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED. TWIN BRAND-- OUR OWN MAKE
P with Phones 26! We Are MakinekVery Low Prices on House Bills. 438 South Seam!
Lovers of the
Beautiful
Snould Have a
KODAK
1 to $50
THE NICEST XMAS PRESENT
.110.11t1 ENTLRMAN, LADY
SOY GIRL:
M'AIERSON'S
DRUG STORE
Eastman Agent or Eastman.
RIVER NEWS
364, rising.
tatattanooga, 8.6, falling.
Cincinnati, atas, falliing
F.vansville, 3o.o. falling
Florence, 14.8, falling.
johnsonville, 24.7, rising.
touirritle, 97, falling.
Wt. Carmel. 12.6, falling
s ashville, 12.4. falling.
Pittsburg. 4.3. falling.
Davis 1sland Dam—Missing.
S. Louis 9.o, falling
lift Vernon, 39.2, falling.
Paducah, 32.8, rising
Ituroside, 4.4. falling.
Carthage, 8.5, falling
The steamer City of Saltillo passed
emit of the Tennessee river yesterday
lieI gets to St. Louis tomorrow. She
limes there Friday on her return this
way
Ths afternoon the steamer City of
Illemphis goes out to the Tennessee
river in place of the Clyde. which
.lays up for repairs too be given her in
a general way The Memphis contin-
ues in the other'- place until the Clyde
is "visited wk".
The steamer Dick Fowler skips out
ier Cairo this morning at 8 o'clock
and comes back tonight about it
The Joe Fowler comes in today
*ern Evansville and at once gets out
so her return that way. 
•
Yesterday te boat to Evansville
wk. the• John S. Hopkins. whicli
eames hack tomorrow.
-,•The Dudley gets In from Clarks-
ville today and skips out at once for
The Kentucky comes out of the
Tennessee river tomorrow night and
Res her? until Saturday afternoon be-
fore skipping out on her return that
ear
The Georgia Lee leaves Cincinnati
loaay and gets here Saturday en-
mate down to Memphis.
Candies Always Fresh and Delic-
ious. our own make, a Hawkin's
Cafe. 4i7 Broadway.
An Elegant 6 o'clock Dinner,
Ivlawkin's Cafe Thanksgiving.
es.
at
OUR
PURE GUM
SEAMLESS
HOT WATER BOTTLES
AND
FOUNTAIN SYRINGES
SATRE GUARANTEED  
 T
OFANDTHE 
F
TIME. THEY ARE SOFT
AND PLIABLE AND
STRONG AND HAVE NO
SEAMS TO COME UN-
GLUED QUALITY AND
DURABILITY CONSID-
ERED. OUR RUBBER
GOODS ARE THE CHEAP-
EST IN TOWN. WE HAVE
THE BIGGEST LINE.
R. W. W tLICER CO.
Din7GGISTS.
Fifth and 7' roadway.
.tiax rhftz
CORNICE AND BRICK FALL
WITH A LOUD CRASH
THE MO RT I re BETWEEN TH
KOLB BLILDING HAD NO
AND PULLED APART WHE
TERRA COTTA CORNICE W
—LOSS WILL NOT AMOUN
OR TWO WILL BE LOST I
PORTION OF THE HANDSO
E NEWLY LAID BRICK AT THE
T HARDENED SUFFICIENTLY
N THE HEAVY PIECES OF
ERE PLACED ON THE WALL
T TO Sam, WHILE ONLY A DAY
N REPLACING THE COLLAPSED
ME NEW STRUCTURE.
W5th a loud crash about two tons of
cornice and brick-work fell yesterday
afternoon shortly before 2 o'clock
from the third story of Kolb Bros.
new wholesale drug building on North
Third street near Broadway. Fortun-
ate:), no one happened to be under-
neath the falling mass, or they would
have been crushed to death. The
material fell from the front of build-
ing's third story, but everything will
be back in proper condition by to-
mortssw evening. The loss is only
about $.aoo, accrding to Architect 0.
D. Schinidtt, who drew the plans for
the structure and is supervising the
constructive work.
Contractor Charles Smedley's
masons 'had finished laying the brick
yesterday morning started placing
that work Monday afternoon late, and
yesterday. morping started to placing
the terra cotta carmice which projects
out about two feet over the front wall
The cornice was in twelve sections
each piece weighing about 200 pounds
Ten sections tad been placed, while
the other two were being worked
with. The inortor with which the
brick were laid had not hardened
wben the Leas-) curnict was
placed the weight caused the
brick to pill out of position and all
fell with thi nderous crash to the side-
walk many 'eet below Only about
two feet of the brick at the top and
all %%ay ac• 3ss the front, gave away
The public. 'ion in an afternoon paper
• + + • • + + + • • •:• •
• •
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Mrs. Pat Quinlan. of Terre Haute.
Ind., is visiting her mother. Mrs.
Thomas Seale of North Fifth street.
Wt.. 0. S Keith was here yester-
day a rout South, looking ovr local
conditions He is general superin-
tendent of transportation for the I
C.
Messrs Harry 1.loyd and Walter
Wilkins have returned from a hunt-
114, trip up the Cumbetjand river,
bagging 14 geese. 37 docks and 117
quail.
Mrs. Samuel Bennett of Fulton. is
slaking Mrs. J. M Walton of West
Jefferson.
Misses Retie ond Fannie Coleman
have returned from visiting in Pririce
ton, 'Ky.
Mr. Joseph Standfield and wife go
to Central City today to spend
Thanksgiving with Mrs. F. E Mc-
Gary.
Manager \V. Smith of the Mechan-
icsburg backet factory. -accompanied
by his wife went to N,w York yes-
terday.
Miss Marjorie Bagby todoy goes
to Cairo to attend a Thanksgiving
dance.
Miss Jane Skeffington. of Dyers-
burg, Tenn.. will arrive today to
visit Mrs. George Flournoy.
.Conductor Charles Blaney and wife
have gone to St. Lodi; to spend
Thanksgiving with th, formr's
brothr, Conductor Barney Blaney.
The fordiner's passenger run from
here to Clarksville is being looked af-
ter by Conductor Younkor during Mr
Blaney's absence.
Mr. Cade Davis has gone to Smith-
land to spend Thankegiving with his
parents.
Miss Maggie Hallery, of Coiro, is
visiting Miss Marjorie Bagby.
Mr. Monroe Nance is here from
the East, visiting his father, Mr. M.
Nance of West Broadway.
Miss Hattk Settle left this morning
for Oklahoma City, remain until the
first of the year, when she then goes
to Texas to locate.
Miss Lena Henneberger, the trained
nurse, yesterday went to Eddyville to
nurse a patieilt.
Crr,tractor Pat Halloran, Of the
Kattcrjohn quarrie, at Ce.lar Bluff, is
in the city.
Miss Mabel Russell of North Four
tcenth is visiting in Earlington. Xy.
Zs olds* Mask 40
aneds's Cads Thologleft,
that a large portion of the front wall
collapsed is erroneous, as Is the pub-
lication that the damage done was
about $2,000. Only the two feet are
gone. and the loss from broken cor-
nice, brick, etc ahd expense of re-
building that portion, will not be over
Saw, and require only about two class
time.
Work of repannng mill be started
early this morning, and as it would
take too long to wait for more terra
cotta that has to be ordered from the
distant factory. the new cornice will
be formed of pressed brick
It was exceedingly fortunate that no
one was hurt, as only a short while
before some of the men were stand-
ing on the outer edge of the project-
ing corn cc that high up in the air
overhung the pavement below, %here
death would have resulted if they had
'happened to he in that dangerous'
position when the crash came.
While the work has been going on
above, the sidewalk below has been ,
railed off to pr et. -Tit anyone from
passing while operations were in
pr•gress Th's kept any passefsby
from being caught by the falling
debris.
Ths-acaident is one liable to occur
at any new buildin, when a heavy
weight is placed on newly laid brick
The terra cotta is fastened together
with rods, therefore when one section
began falling its weight palled the
balance over
ONE CITY WEil:
RUN FOR GAIN--
(Continued from Page One )
them has never been taken. The
municipality is operated on strictly
business principles, and there has
never been a hint of diehonesty on
the part of public officials There is
no such consideration as municipal
politics in Monroe. The people vote
stood that the offender, by his own
action, has severed his connection
at the city primaries merely to carry
out the form and be in • line with
the parish and state governments.
Another unique feature of the city
is its high liquor license. Before
Mayor Forsythe was elected, the
dramshop license was Sim a year
but three months after he was elect-
ed he had it increased to Ssoo and
later to $1.125. The law compelled
most of the saloons to go out of busi-
ness.
Monroe is the couuty seat of
Ouachita parish, Louisiana, and is
thirty-one miles south of the Arkan-
sas line and fifty-five miles west of
the Mississippi river. It is 150 miles
north of Baton Rouge, the state cap-
ital, and ate miles, as the crow flies,
northwest of New Orleans.; Two
railway lines and thc Ouachita river
figure in the commerce of the place.
The government census of !goo gavt
Monroe a population of 5,4ut but
these figiire have been materially
increased.
+ • + • 4- 4- 4. • + 4 4.
POPULAR WANTS.
•
• • • • • • • • • • *
WANTED — Experienced book-
keeper Address Box 17
FOR SALE—Horse, buggy and
harness, and one stake wagon, very
cheap Telephone 433
FOR RENT: Suite of rooms, Em-
pire flats. Apply to L S. DuBois. ,
LOST—Liver colored setter, an-
swers to name "Bob" any informa-
tion concerning his whereabouts will
,be liberally rewarded. 'Phone asoo or
call at acift Washington street.
FOR RENT: Eight room house,
West End. All modern improvements
Apply to L. S DuBois.
FOR RENT—Elegant flats, Sev-
enth and Broadway Apply to B. H.
SCOTT.
FOR engraved cards, give your
2hristmas order to Paducah Printing
nd Book-Binding Co. Phone sots
amen Accountant
Will post, examine. systematize and
audit books by the day. week, or the
job. Terms Reasonable
JOHN D SMITH, Jr. tiff Fratern.
ity building
WANTED FOR U. S. AILMY—
Able-bodied unmarried men between
sges of 21 and 35; citizens of limited
States, of good character an temps
tate habits, who can speak, read mad
write Edglish. For information ap•
ily to Recruiting Officer, New Rich-
e-oval House, Paducah. ICY-
POSSESSION OF
GOODS GIVEN
(Continued From First Page.)
Potter for $550 property on West
Kentucky avenue near the city limits
Alpha Bearden bought from T. B
Bearden for $ena property on the
Friendship and Hendron road in the
county.
Nathan W. Eades sold to Quincy
P. Wallace for $1,400 property at
Twelfth and Jackson streets.
Andrew P Hamburg transferred
two pieces of property on Harahan
boulevard to Clarence A. Landrans
one for St,000 and the other for $53a
J W. Rogers bought from E. D
Thurman for $210 property in This'-
man's addition
Andrew P. flumburg sold to D. W.
Fooks for $3cio property on Harahan
boulevard
Licensed to Wed.
D B Williams, aged 23 and Maud
Ivy, aged 21 of Mayfield, have been
granted a license to marry
Dividends Decimal.
Referee Bagby of the bankrupt
court, yesterday declared dividends
for benefit of the creditors of the fol-
lowing bankrupt': C F. Atwood, W
N. Smith and Bogard Williams, di al
Marshall county. There is about ;too'
to be distributed in every case
An Elegant Lunch, at Hawkins
Cafe Thanksgiving.
—The finance committee of thecity
YOUR THANKSGIVING
TURKEY FREE!
IF YOU BUY YOUR SUITS. OVERCOATS, SHOES. HATS,
ETC, FROM
THE MODEL
Because he money you save ou your purchases will enable you to
buy your turkey arid other good things to eat, which will be the
same as if you had received your turkey free. In addition we give
you FREE TRADING STAMPS, which *widest you t a razz
FREE DINNER SET of Elegant Princess Chinaware
• 711%
se-Ss'
-
0")
We have had a big rush all this week on heavy winter Oversomits.Suits, Shoes, Rubbers and Boo ts, but we were prepared to most
012E7 dement and our immense reserve stock makes as still reedy
so meet all further demands.
Meti's Suits $3 to Ike.
Men's Overcoats St.911 to Its
Cravenette raincoats *la Sm. eitc
We have the best line of HIGH AND MEDIUM TOP WINTER
SHOES of any house in Paducah.
THE MODEL
112 SOUTH SECOND SMELT
••••••••••••••••-
• • 0.11.• NOVI • 5.0 1 ••••••  A. 
Boot Sale Extra-Ordinary
SZLDOM DO YOT HEAR OF SUCH VALUES
AND NEVER BEFORE IN PADUCAH
SELDOM DO YOU HEAR OF SUCH VALUES AND , NEVER
BEFORE IN PADUCAH.
Tbensands the prettiest. daintiest and best books publideed
be on mak. These books are just the thing for Chriatznaa
brances, they &laden the heart and please the fasey.
We are offering the six biggest selling books ir the MAW
States at soc each but you can get them only at our store.
SALE BEGINS MONDAY, NON. 26
D. E. WILSON lib Book & Music Haw
AT )JLi).?ALTif4F STOLE
retest 
legislative boards ireets Friday after-
noon at the office of City Auditor 
Subscribe For The 'RegisterAlexander Kirkland to check over thebills and payrolls to be allowed next
week by the full board- during their
regul r session.
FOR THE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET
GENUINE
TR ADEWATER
PHONE 254
COAL REALPITTSBURG
West Kentucky Coal Co.
es-
Office and Elevainr 2nd itt Ohio
NE.
•
V
7
